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ABSTRACT


A plasma diagnostic technique has been experimentally demonstrated where optical emission measurements of relative intensities of spectral lines in the violet range were combined with available electron-impact cross sections to yield absolute Ar metastable species concentration. An enabling factor of this analysis was that the electron excitation pattern was quite different between the Ar ground state and the metastable state. The result of this pattern was that the optical spectrum was unique depending on whether the emission was generated by direct excitation from the ground state, or by stepwise excitation from one of the metastable states. This study has shown that a model combining Ar excitation cross sections can fit the experimental spectral distributions by varying the ratio of the metastable state density and the E/N within the discharge. The absolute density obtained through optical emission spectroscopy was compared to measurements using laser diode absorption in order to confirm the results.
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Introduction

Plasma, also known as the fourth state of matter, exists naturally in our universe in stars and within the interstellar medium, but also occurs naturally on earth in our ionosphere, auroras, lightning, and fire. Artificial sources can also generate plasma by a electrical gas discharge [1]. In a typical low pressure gas discharge, energy provided by an applied electric field produces collisions between free electrons and neutrals, causing excitation and ionization of the neutrals that sustain the weakly ionized state of the gas. The spatial distribution of electrons and negatively and positively charged ions throughout the gas allows it to be electrically conductive, while the shielding effects of the charge distribution retard charge recombination and help the plasma to be self-sustaining [2].

In recent years, a variety of plasma techniques are finding wide application in both research and production including surface processing, radiation sources, fluorescent lighting, plasma displays, biomedical applications, electronic switches, and space thrusters [3]. The semiconductor industry uses plasma sources to etch and deposit material using the highly energetic and reactive atoms that plasmas produce [4]. Fusion power research investigates how ultra hot plasmas fuse deuterium and tritium together in hopes that a sustainable energy source can someday be developed [5]. The recent consumer trend of replacing incandescent light bulbs with compact fluorescence lamps is driven by the efficiency of plasma generated visible and ultraviolet light which, when combined with fluorescent lamp coatings, can generate a very efficient and long-life visible light source with sun-like color rendering [6].
Noble gases, which have high ionization energies, are often used in gas discharges as buffer gases, since they are almost always chemically inactive. Argon (Ar) is often used over heavier gases like Xenon and Krypton because it is more abundant and cheaper than the heavier noble gases. Because of its many applications as a buffer gas, Ar plasma has been extensively studied. Physical parameters of the energetic species in an Ar plasma are often investigated, including electron and ion temperature, electron and ion density, and the density of electronically excited atoms [7]. These parameters can be studied using various electrical and optical diagnostic tools.

Figure 1.1: Jared Miles collecting optical emission from a pulsed Ar gas discharge

A better understanding of the origin of these physical properties within an Ar gas discharge and kinetic processes that create the Ar plasma would lead to improved optimization techniques for gas discharge sources and possibly some new applications. The non-equilibrium nature of the plasma discharge, with the electrons having a much higher kinetic energy than neutral species, makes it difficult to theoretically predict the densities of the charged and neutral species in the discharge and the resulting chemistry [2]. It has
been the main objective of this effort to further the understanding of electron impact excitation within a low pressure Ar discharge and its influence on the generation of excited species and optical emission. The ultimate goal of this work would be the development of a relatively simple optical emission technique that would provide accurate information on the concentration of important excited species within the Ar discharge.

Electronically excited atoms which, by the selection rules of quantum mechanics, do not readily radiate to lower energy states will often be characterized by a much longer lifetime than typical excited atoms. These long lived excited states are called metastable states and the corresponding excited atoms are sometimes referred to simply as metastables. In Ar, the lowest energy metastable states are denoted by 1s_5 and 1s_3 in Paschen notation [8]. The kinetic processes in Ar discharges are typically affected by the presence of these metastable states with their higher internal energy and slower rate of decay [7]. Ar metastable concentrations generally are relatively high among radical species because of their slow decay rate, but direct detection of these metastables by optical emission is challenging due to their non-radiative nature. It is possible, though, to determine some information concerning the Ar metastables by analyzing spectral features of optical processes that are indirectly affected by the presence of metastables [9]. Modeling of these indirect processes requires accurate physical data on properties such as electron impact excitation cross sections [10, 11] and electron energy distribution to determine the excitation rates leading to the optical emission spectrum. Laser diode absorption has also been successfully applied in measuring absolute Ar metastable densities, but this technique is more complex and expensive than optical emission measurements [12, 13]. This work will specifically focus on the spectral analysis of the emission of light in the violet region from an Ar discharge and its relationship to the density of electronically excited Ar in the metastable state.

A summary of the contents of this thesis and some comments on the structure are as follows. A theory chapter immediately follows this introduction and is a review of key
physical concepts relating to Ar excitation and emission including electronic configurations, radiative transitions, excitation cross sections, and electron energy distribution. Laser absorption theory is also discussed since this technique is used to verify Ar metastable density measurements and assumptions made during emission experiments. This theory chapter precedes the chapter reviewing previous work, which is not a typical order, but is done here since the theory provides a general discussion of many of the issues that are mentioned in the previous works chapter. In the chapter reviewing previous work, earlier Ar metastable density measurements using both spectral analysis of the emission of light and laser diode absorption are discussed, as well as a review of previously measured Ar excitation cross sections. The experimental chapter describes the apparatuses used in both the optical emission measurements and laser diode absorption measurements and is followed by the results and discussion chapter and then the conclusion.
Theory

2.1 Argon Electronic Structure

The core objective of this study involves analyzing optical emission due to electronic energy transfer within the Ar atom. Thus, it is essential to have an accurate model of the collective energy and angular momentum of the electrons that are bound to the Ar atom. Quantum mechanics provides the best description available to us for multi-electron atoms. This section will summarize some important quantum mechanical theories relating to the Ar atom and clarify the various quantum notations that are used in this analysis to represent the electronic states of Ar.

The Argon atom exists on Earth typically in an electronically neutral state with 18 electrons bound to the nucleus. The coulomb attraction of the individual electrons is generally toward the central nucleus, but experimental evidence indicates that the electrons do not collapse on the nucleus as the classical electromagnetic theory would predict. Instead, as predicted by quantum theory, the electrons exist in ”stationary states” about the nucleus due to their wave nature coupled with the uncertainty principle. The quantum electronic state is represented mathematically as a wavefunction, \( \Psi \), which is an eigenfunction of the time-independent Schrodinger wave equation

\[
\hat{H}_e \Psi = E_e \Psi, \quad (2.1)
\]
where \( \hat{H} \) is the hamiltonian operator which depends on the atom’s potential energy, and \( E \) is the total electron energy eigenvalue \([14]\). The notations used to denote the electron states within the Ar atom are based on the wavefunctions solved for a simpler atom with a single electron, or the hydrogenlike atom. Unlike multielectron atoms, such as Ar, the wavefunction for the electron in a hydrogenlike atom can be found analytically by solving the time-independent wave equation in spherical coordinates \( r, \theta, \phi \) as

\[
(-\frac{\hbar^2}{8\pi^2\mu} \nabla^2 - \frac{Ze^2}{r}) \Psi(r, \theta, \phi) = E_e \Psi(r, \theta, \phi),
\]

where \( e \) is the elementary charge, \( Z \) is the number of charges on the nucleus, and \( \mu \) is the reduced mass of the atom. The above can be solved using separation of variables to give the following solution for the hydrogenlike wavefunction,

\[
\Psi_{nlm}(r, \theta, \phi) = \sqrt{\frac{(2Z\alpha_o)^3}{2n(n-l-1)!}} e^{-\frac{Ze}{n\alpha_o}} \left( \frac{2Zr_{\text{ao}}}{n\alpha_o} \right)^l L_{n-l-1}^{2l+1} \left( \frac{2Zr_{\text{ao}}}{n\alpha_o} \right) Y_{lm}^m(\theta, \phi), \tag{2.3}
\]

where \( \alpha_o \) is the bohr radius, \( L_{n-l-1}^{2l+1} \left( \frac{2Zr_{\text{ao}}}{n\alpha_o} \right) \) are the generalized Laguerre polynomials, and \( Y_{lm}^m(\theta, \phi) \) is the spherical harmonic of degree \( l \) and order \( m \) \([15]\). The most traditional notation for the quantum states of the atom includes the quantum numbers \( n, l, \) and \( m \), which are seen in the hydrogenlike wavefunction representing the principle, the orbital, and the magnetic quantum number respectively. The spin quantum number, \( m_s \), is the fourth quantum number needed to uniquely describe the electronic states of the hydrogenlike atom, where \( m_s \) takes the values of \( \pm \frac{1}{2} \) and represents the intrinsic angular momentum of the electron \([16]\).

For a multi-electron atom, like Ar, the Shrodinger equation is

\[
\left( -\frac{\hbar^2}{2m_e} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \nabla_i^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{Ze^2}{r_i} + \sum_{i=1}^{k-1} \sum_{j=i+1}^{k} \frac{e^2}{r_{ij}} \right) \Psi_{nlm}(r, \theta, \phi) = E_e \Psi_{nlm}(r, \theta, \phi). \tag{2.4}
\]
This equation is not separable and thus an exact solution is not possible due to the complexity of the coulomb interaction between the electron group [17]. Still, the hydrogenlike wavefunctions represent a reasonable approximation of the available stationary states of the multielectron atom and thus the simple quantum numbers \((n, l, m, m_s)\) associated with the hydrogenlike wavefunctions can be very useful in accounting for states of multielectron atoms, like Ar. As an additional restriction, the fermion characteristic of electrons prohibit any two electrons within a multielectron atom from occupying the same stationary state. This is expressed in the Pauli exclusion principle as the rule that no two electrons in an atom can possess the exact same set of quantum numbers, \(n, l, m, m_s\). Thus, the most elementary notation to describe the electrons in the Ar atom is to assign each with a unique set these four quantum numbers.

Within a multielectron atom, electrons generally fill the lowest energy states first, with the next electron filling the next lowest energy level until all the electrons are assigned sequential energy states with distinct values of \(n, l, m, m_s\) [16]. This is known as the \(\textit{aufbau}\) or building-up principle which leads to a representation of the ground state of an atom with \(Z\) electrons. The electron configuration of a multielectron atom denotes the distribution of the electrons among the various orbitals with quantum numbers \(n\) and \(l\). It is common when expressing the electron configuration to denote the numerical value of \(l\) as a letter. The use of the letters \(s, p, d, f...\) for the values \(l = 0, 1, 2, 3...\) is convenient to avoid confusion with other numbers in the configuration. The number of electrons within each orbital is indicated with a superscript of the orbital letter in the form \(nl^x\). A filled orbital obviously has a uniquely well defined set of electronic states, but a partially filled orbital could represent a variety of electronic states with different combinations of \(m\) and \(m_s\). The ground state configuration of Ar is

\[
1s^22s^22p^63s^23p^6
\]
with each $nl$ orbital being filled with the maximum number of electrons, which is also known as a closed shell configuration. The closed shell configuration of Ar makes it very stable and resistant to bonding with other elements.

We will be concerned in this study, not only with ground state Ar, but also electronic states of higher energy. The most common Ar excited states encountered are generated by one $3p$ electron from the ground state configuration being raised into a higher energy orbit. In this sense, Ar is at an interesting position on the periodic table, as the simple *aufbau* principle would indicate that the next highest energy state would involve excitation to a $3d$ orbital. Although the $3s$, $3p$, and $3d$ orbitals of the hydrogenlike atom theoretically have the same energy, the coulomb repulsion of the other electrons in the multielectron atom will tend to raise the energy of the states with higher angular momentum. In fact the $4s$ orbital in Ar has a lower total energy than the $3d$ orbital. Thus, an Ar $3p$ electron excited to the next highest energy level would be in the $4s$ orbital and the excited state electron configuration would be

$$1s^22s^22p^63s^23p^54s^1.$$  

The above excited configuration for Ar with a $4s$ outer electron is of particular interest in this study, as the metastable state discussed in the introduction exists in this configuration. Also of special interest are the configurations involving excitation of a $3p$ electron to the $4p$ or $5p$ orbitals, or

$$1s^22s^22p^63s^23p^54p^1,$$

$$1s^22s^22p^63s^23p^55p^1,$$

as states with these configurations will be important in the diagnostic techniques used in this study. As a shorthand notation for these excited electron configurations, only the partially filled orbitals are written and the filled core orbitals are ignored, which results in the notation $3p^54s^1$, $3p^54p^1$ and $3p^55p^1$ for our configurations of interest. The possible
electronic states derived from these configurations will now be discussed, along with vari-
ous notations that are helpful in categorizing certain spectroscopic aspects of the quantum
states.

An electron configuration can be divided into different energy levels by further clas-
sifying the atom based on the spin and orbital angular momentum of each electron. If the
orbital angular momentum of each electron, \( l_i \), interacts strongly with the others, then the
total orbital angular momentum vector is \( \mathbf{L} = \sum l_i \), with \( L \) equaling the magnitude of \( \mathbf{L} \). Similarly, the total spin angular momentum vector of the atom is \( \mathbf{S} = \sum m_s \), with magnitude \( S \). This type of interaction is known as L-S or Russell-Saunders coupling. The total
angular momentum vector \( \mathbf{J} \) is \( \mathbf{L} + \mathbf{S} \). These three momenta vectors can be written in a
notation called a term symbol, which further identifies the particular electronic state of the
configuration. The term symbol has the form

\[ 2S+1LJ \]

where \( L \) is denoted with a capital letter \( S, P, D... \) in the same way as \( l \). [16] The \( 2S+1 \) term
is called the multiplicity and determines the number of electronic states that are available
for a total orbital angular momentum \( \mathbf{L} \). For a multiplicity of three (\( 2S+1=3 \)), the spin
vector can combine with \( \mathbf{L} \) in three different orientations to form three different \( J \) values.
A multiplicity of one (\( 2S+1=1 \)) would only have a single value for \( J \) for each \( L \). For the
ground state of argon with the configuration of \( 1s^2 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 3p^6 \), the term symbol is \( 1S_0 \),
where \( L, S, \) and \( J \) are all zero.

For an excited Ar atom, as with other heavy noble gases, it is useful to consider the
angular momenta coupling between the partially filled orbitals, which defines the electron
states. For the excited \( 1s^2 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 3p^5 4s^1 \) configuration, the total orbital and spin angular
momentum of the \( 1s^2 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 \) inner core is zero, but the partially filled \( 3p^5 \) and \( 4s \) orbitals
have non-zero angular momenta that are coupled. The five electrons remaining in the core \( p \)
state have an orbital angular momentum and a spin angular momentum equal and opposite to the one electron that was removed. This gives the core $3p^5$ configuration an orbital angular momentum of $L_c=1$ and a core spin of $S_c=1/2$ while the remaining electron in the $4s$ shell has $l=0$ and $m_s=1/2$. These can combine to form 4 possible term symbols $^1P_1$, $^3P_0$, $^3P_1$ and $^3P_2$. L-S coupling provides a good model to approximate the energy states of this $3p^54s^1$ configuration of Ar [18].

For higher energy excited states of Ar, it is more reasonable to assume that the total angular momentum of the outer electron will couple to the total angular momentum of the non-excited electrons, referred to as the electron core. This type of coupling is called pair coupling. In pair coupling, the various combinations of the angular momenta of the core and excited electron will result in numerous states which are best sorted by the Racah notation, described below. The energy states of the $3p^54p^1$ and $3p^55p^1$ configurations can both be represented by pair coupling since the excited electron has much more energy than the electron core. This $3p^5np^1$ configuration, where $n=4$ or 5, will be used as an example to demonstrate Racah notation since these configurations are essential to the diagnostic experiment in this work. For the $3p^5np^1$ configuration, the $3p^5$ core has total orbital angular momentum ($L_c=1$) and spin angular momentum ($S_c=1/2$) which combine to form the total core angular momentum $J_c=L_c+S_c$. In this case $L_c$ and $S_c$ can combine in parallel or anti-parallel to give a total core angular momentum of 1/2 or 3/2. The orbital angular momentum of the excited electron is then coupled to $J_c$ to give an intermediate resultant angular momentum $K=J_c+l$. For the $3p^5np$ configuration of Ar the outer electron has $l=1$ resulting in $K=1/2$ or $3/2$ for $J_c=1/2$ and $K=1/2$, $3/2$ or $5/2$ for $J_c=3/2$. The spin of the outer electron $s$ must then be added to these five possible intermediate resultant $K$ values to give a total angular momentum of the atom $J=K+s$. Each of the five possible $K$ terms will have two $J$ values associated with them, since the spin of the outer electron can be coupled to $K$ in both parallel or anti-parallel. This results in 10 possible energy states for the $3p^5np^1$ configuration. For an atom where this type of pair coupling is prevalent the terms are most
clearly represented by Racah’s symbols

\[ nl[K]_J \]

where \( nl \) is the orbital of the outer electron, \( K \) is the magnitude of \( K = J_c + l \), and \( J \) is the total angular momentum of the atom [19]. In Racah notation a prime after the \( l \) is used if the angular and spin momenta for \( J_c \) are coupled in anti-parallel and no prime is used if they are in parallel. The pair coupled energy states represented in Racah notation for the \( 3p^54s^1 \), \( 3p^54p^1 \), and \( 3p^55p^1 \) configurations are shown in Table 2.1 along with the corresponding Paschen symbols which will be described next. Note that the pair coupling approximation is best suited for the higher energy \( 3p^55p^1 \) and \( 3p^54p^1 \) configurations but is only a rough approximation for the \( 3p^54s^1 \) configuration which is represented better by L-S coupling [20].

The most common way to identify the electronic states of Ar, albeit less detailed, is with Paschen symbols, which will be the primary notation used in this work. Paschen notation was developed during an attempt to fit the spectrum of Ne to a hydrogen-like theory before the full development of quantum theory, but the simple notation remained popular and is still common today. For example, for the \( 3p^54s^1 \) configuration, the lowest energy term of \( ^3P_2 \) has the Paschen symbol of \( 1s_5 \). The Paschen symbols are numbers and letters roughly representing the energy and orbital angular momentum of each state, but the numbering scheme begins with the first excited state as opposed to representing the principal quantum. The letter can take values of s, p, and d like those of orbital angular momentum, although it can not always be concluded that these correspond to \( l=1,2,3 \) and so on. The subscript represents a numerical accounting of the states in order of decreasing energy, but this too is only approximate. A summary of the Racah and Paschen symbols for the \( 3p^54s^1 \), \( 3p^54p^1 \) and \( 3p^55p^1 \) configurations is in table 2.1. From this point forward, Paschen notation will be used exclusively to identify atomic energy states, unless another
2.2 Radiative Transitions in Argon

The theory of radiative transitions have a fundamental role in the Ar plasma diagnostics performed in this work. Transitions between energy states can be caused by absorption by an atom of energy as electromagnetic radiation. The energy exchanged between the
absorbed photon and the atom is given by Bohr’s frequency relation,

\[ h\nu_{nm} = E_n - E_m, \]  

(2.5)

where \( E_n \) and \( E_m \) are the energies of the upper state \( n \) and the lower state \( m \) respectively, \( h \) is Planck’s constant and \( \nu_{nm} \) is the frequency of the radiation corresponding to the transition between states \( n \) and \( m \). A theoretical treatment of the radiative transition must begin with the interaction of the electric field of the radiation with the total electron charge distribution within the atom. To a first order approximation, the influence of an electromagnetic wave on an atomic system is the interaction of the radiative electric field with the electric dipole moment \( M \) of the atom. For the case of the electric field of the radiation in the \( x \) direction, the interacting electric dipole moment component is

\[ M_x = \Sigma e_k x_k, \]  

(2.6)

where \( e_k \) are the electron charges of coordinates \( x_k \). By introducing the energy of interaction between the radiation field and dipole moment into the Schrödinger wave equation, it can be shown that the probability of the transition between the states is proportional to the transition dipole moment \( R_{nm} \)[16]. The component of this transition dipole moment is

\[ R_{x}^{mn} = \int \Psi_m^* M_x \Psi_n dxdydz, \]  

(2.7)

where \( \Psi_m \) and \( \Psi_n \) are the wave functions of the two states. If \( R_{x}^{mn} \) is non-zero then there will be some probability of absorption between the two states and such a transition is termed "allowed". If \( R_{x}^{mn} \) is zero, then the transition is considered "forbidden” and will not occur as a dipole transition. In the case of the hydrogenlike atom, the component of \( R_{x}^{mn} \) can be
solved exactly by
\[ R_{mn} \propto \int \Psi_m^* x \Psi_n dxdydz. \] (2.8)

Examining the above solutions reveal that most all \( R_{mn} \) of the hydrogenlike atom become zero, unless specific changes in the quantum numbers between both states occur. The specific nonzero \( R_{mn} \) cases are identified by "selection rules" which indicate the allowed transitions. A primary selection rule determined from the above solutions is that the difference in the quantum number \( l \) between the two states must be

\[ \Delta l = \pm 1. \]

For a multielectron atom like Ar, the coupling of orbital and spin angular momentum lead to the rigorous dipole moment selection rule

\[ \Delta J = 0, \pm 1, J = 0 \leftrightarrow J = 0 \]

where the restriction \( J = 0 \leftrightarrow J = 0 \) indicates that a transition between a state with \( J = 0 \) to another state with \( J = 0 \) is forbidden. If L-S coupling is a good approximation, then the following are approximate selection rules

\[ \Delta L = 0, \pm 1 \]
\[ \Delta S = 0. \]

The above discussion concerning the transition dipole moment assumed a first order approximation for the incident electromagnetic wave. Higher order approximations would induce additional energies of interaction of the radiation other than with the electric dipole and allow different transitions to occur. These higher order interactions, including magnetic
dipole and electric quadrapole interaction, result in interaction energies that are generally much less then those of the electric dipole interaction and thus the probability of absorption is often orders of magnitude lower \[16\].

A typical mode of decay for an electronically excited atom from state \(n\) to state \(m\) is to emit a photon of radiation with an energy \(h\nu_{nm}\) equal to the decay transition energy, \(E_n - E_m\). It can be shown that the probability of this spontaneous emission is proportional to the corresponding transition dipole moment \(R_{nm}\) for the given states discussed above. Therefore, excited Ar states will exhibit spontaneous emission in accordance with the same select rules as derived above for absorption.

The intensity of the emission, \(I_{em}\), which is the radiation energy density emitted per second from excited Argon atoms with a concentration \(N\) is given by

\[
I_{em}^{nm} = Nh\nu_{nm}A_{nm}
\]

where \(A_{nm}\) is the Einstein probability of spontaneous emission and has units of \(s^{-1}\)[16]. In the case of dipole radiation, \(A_{nm}\) is related to the transition dipole moment as

\[
A_{nm} = \frac{64\pi^4\nu_{nm}^3}{(4\pi\epsilon_o)^33hc^3}|R_{nm}|^2.
\]

The decay time of an excited state \(n\) of an atom is related to the Einstein coefficient \(A_{nm}\) by the equation

\[
-\frac{dN}{dt} = \sum_m A_{nm}N
\]

where the sum over \(m\) represents all of the possible transitions for \(n\). This equation leads to the expression for the radiative lifetime, \(\tau\), of the excited state \(n\).

\[
\tau = \frac{1}{\sum_m A_{nm}}
\]
For allowed electric dipole transitions, $\tau$ is on the order of $10^{-8}$ s. States that are not coupled to any lower state with an allowed electric dipole transition may have a weaker coupling through a higher order electromagnetic coupling which results in a much longer lifetime. The radiative lifetime may be on the order of $10^{-3}$ s for magnetic dipole transitions and on the order of seconds for quadrupole transitions. The comparatively long $\tau$ of these excited states produce a relatively stable radiative lifetime characteristics and thus these states are termed “metastable” [16].

The dipole transitions from the lowest Ar excited 1s states, which include two Ar metastable states of interest, to the ground state will now be considered. The four possible Ar 1s states, 1s$_5$, 1s$_4$, 1s$_3$, and 1s$_2$, have J values derived earlier as, J=2, 1, 0 and 1 respectively, whereas the Ar ground state has J=0. Direct application of the $\Delta$J selection rules leads to allowed transitions from the 1s$_4$ and 1s$_2$ to the ground state since $\Delta$J=1, but the transition from 1s$_5$ to the ground state is forbidden since $\Delta$J=2 is not allowed and likewise the transition from 1s$_3$ to the ground state is forbidden since J=0 $\rightarrow$ J=0. The forbidden nature of the two latter dipole moment transitions to the ground state reveals the metastable characteristic of the 1s$_5$ and 1s$_3$ states. Correspondingly, the radiative lifetime of the 1s$_5$ and 1s$_3$ metastable states have been calculated to be very long, with a $\tau$ of 56 s and 45 s respectively [21]. These can be compared to the radiative lifetimes of the 1s$_4$ and 1s$_2$ states which were determined semi-empirically to be 9 orders of magnitude shorter at 10 ns and 3 ns respectively [8].

The longer radiative lifetime of a metastable state generally results in a slower rate of decay of the state in a kinetic analysis. Therefore, if various excited states of an atom in a gas discharge are being populated uniformly by direct excitation from the ground state or by cascading from higher excited states, the concentration of a metastable state will tend to grow to greater proportions due to its slow decay rate. As a result, metastable concentrations are generally very high, such as those for the 1s$_5$ and 1s$_3$ states in a sustained Ar discharge. Since these Ar metastable states also lie at fairly high energies above the
ground state (11.5 eV), their large concentration indicates that significant internal energy may be contained and stored in the metastable population and could be a considerable factor in kinetic and energy transfer processes.

The $3p \rightarrow 1s$ and $2p \rightarrow 1s$ transitions in Ar both include transitions into the 1s metastable states and are important in this work. These transitions are allowed since $l$ changes from $l=1$ in the 3p and 2p configuration to $l=0$ in the 1s configuration. Some of these $3p \rightarrow 1s$ and $2p \rightarrow 1s$ transitions will terminate on the 1s$_2$ and 1s$_4$ levels, resulting in rapid decay to the ground state, while others will decay into the longer lived 1s$_3$ and 1s$_5$ metastable states. Two specific transitions that were of great interest in this work were $3p_9 \rightarrow 1s_5$ and $3p_5 \rightarrow 1s_4$ causing emission at wavelengths of 420.07 nm and 419.83 nm respectively. Comparison of the optical emission from these two transitions represented a convenient method to analyze the electron impact excitation contributions from the Ar ground and metastable states, as is described further in the following sections.

2.3 Electron Impact Cross Sections

An important mechanism for atoms to be excited to higher energy states, besides the absorption of radiation discussed above, is through direct electron impact. In a gas discharge, where the ionized gas contains free electrons that are accelerated to high kinetic energies in the presence of an electric field, electron impact is the primary source of excitation and ionization. The electron impact cross section for a particular excitation is a hypothetical area around a target atom that represents a surface, where if an electron of energy $\epsilon$ crosses that surface then that excitation will occur. The electron impact cross section, usually expressed in cm$^2$, is proportional to the probability of exciting an atom by electron impact into a higher energy level. Once excited into a higher state, the atom will generally decay to a lower state by a radiative transition. Detection of this radiation is a common method to determine the rate of electron impact excitation and thus the electron impact cross section.
This method is complicated by the fact that the excited state may decay by radiation to several different lower states. Another complication is that the excited state can be populated not only by direct electron impact, but also by cascading radiative transitions from even higher states. The electron impact cross section determined from measuring the intensity of a single radiative transition from the higher state is termed the optical cross section and is the sum of the direct cross section and cascade contributions from all higher levels for a specific electron energy $\epsilon$ [22].

For the Ar optical emission diagnostics in this work, the optical cross section is ideal for relating emission intensities to the density of the initial states. The optical cross section for an Ar atom initially in the ground state and excited through electron impact of energy $\epsilon$ is given as $\sigma_{nm}(\epsilon)$ where $n$ is the excited higher state and $m$ is the lower state where the radiation transition terminates, but is not necessarily the initial state. This direct electron impact excitation from the ground state in this work will be termed “direct excitation”. These cross sections can also describe excitation to an ionized upper state $n$ which radiates to a lower ionized state $m$. Electron impact excitation from the Ar $1s_3$ and $1s_5$ metastable states is also important for the diagnostics in this work and will be termed “step-wise excitation”. The notation for the optical cross section for an Ar atom initially in the metastable state is $\sigma^*_{nm}(\epsilon)$, where it is noted that $m$ again is the termination state of the radiative transition, but may or may not be initial state of excitation. A comprehensive set of experimental measurements of $\sigma_{nm}(\epsilon)$ and $\sigma^*_{nm}(\epsilon)$ for Ar have been compiled by Lin et al. ([11],[20],[23]) which are used extensively herein to study the determination of Ar state densities from optical emission data.

### 2.4 Electron Energy Distribution Function

Free electrons in a gas discharge have a wide range of energies. In a gas discharge, the applied electric field accelerates electrons which gives them increased energy until they
collide with another particle and exchange energy. Some electrons may travel further, and therefore increase their energy, before a collision takes place which creates a distribution of electron energies within a gas discharge [24]. This distribution of energies can be calculated by considering a constant applied electric field, the density of background atoms/molecules, the energy dependent cross sections for collisions between electrons and background targets, and the amount of energy transferred during the various collisional excitations of the background atoms/molecules. The general equation for the motion of a group of particles is given by the Boltzmann equation, which for electrons in a gas discharge is

\[
\frac{\partial f(v)}{\partial t} + v \cdot f(v) - \frac{e}{m} E \cdot \Delta_v f(v) = C[f(v)]
\] (2.13)

where \( f(v) \) is the electron velocity distribution, \(-eE/m_e\) is the force on the electrons applied by the electric field \( E \), \( v \) are the velocity coordinates, \( \Delta_v \) is the velocity gradient operator and \( C[f(v)] \) represents the changes on the distribution caused by collisions [25].

The computational package BolSig is a program that solves the Boltzmann equation for a set of user inputs and was used in this work to calculate the electron energy distribution function, \( f(\epsilon) \), or the EEDF [26]. The user inputs an \( E/N \) value, where \( N \) is the density of the background gas, along with a composition of gases in the discharge. BolSig uses a built-in set of collisional cross sections to calculate the \( C[f(\epsilon)] \) contribution for a variety of gases, but also allows the user to add cross sections if needed. BolSig can only produce solutions of the EEDF for steady state cases where the electric field and electron distribution is approximately stationary in time. For Ar gas discharges at 5 mTorr, the EEDFs were calculated with BolSig and were essential to the analyses in this work, especially when calculating the effects of the energy dependent excitation cross sections. If the applied electric field is extremely transient (i.e. 1000’s of volts per \( \mu \)s) in time the electron energies may not reach the distribution given by \( f(\epsilon) \) solved from equation 2.13. Such is the case in this work during the Ar discharge breakdown period where the highly transient electric
field caused a high uncertainty in the EEDF used to simulate the spectral lines of the optical emission.

2.5 Optical Emission Intensity

The optical emission intensity, $I_{em}^{nm}$, defined earlier in terms of the density of the emitting state, can now be defined in terms of the kinetic and electrical properties of a gas discharge. The optical cross section and EEDF data for Ar can be combined with information on the densities of the target states in the discharge to calculate the relative emission intensity for a particular set of transitions. These theoretical emission intensities can then be compared to experimental optical emission measurements. The emission intensity for a single transition excited from target atoms initially in the ground state is given by

$$I_{em}^{nm} = \frac{hc}{\lambda_{nm}} N N_e \left( \frac{2e}{m_e} \right)^{1/2} \int_0^\infty \sigma_{nm}(\epsilon) f(\epsilon) d\epsilon$$

(2.14)

where $N$ is the number density of ground state atoms and $N_e$ is the number density of electrons [25]. In addition to optical emission due to direct excitation from the ground state, step-wise electron excitation from a metastable state may cause non-negligible contributions to the optical emission. The total density of Ar atoms in a metastable state can be given as $N^*$ which is the sum of the densities in the $1s_5$ and $1s_3$ metastable states. A statistical weighting factor, $g_i$, was used to give the specific density of either the $1s_5$ or $1s_3$ state as $g_i N^*$. Based on previous theoretical and experimental work, which predicted a statistical weight ratio of 5 : 1 for the $1s_5$ or $1s_3$ states, statistical weighting factors were assigned to be $g_{1s_5}=5/6$ and $g_{1s_3}=1/6$ [20]. Each step-wise excitation cross section, $\sigma_{nm}^*(\epsilon)$, corresponded to excitation from either the $1s_5$ or $1s_3$ metastable state and thereby was associated with its respective $g_i$ value in calculating the simulated emission intensity. Combining contributions of excitation from both metastable and ground state atoms for a
single transition gives

\[
I_{em}^{nm} = \frac{hc}{\lambda_{nm}} N N_e \left( \frac{2e}{m_e} \right)^{1/2} \int_0^\infty \left[ N \sigma_{nm}(\epsilon) + g_i N^* \sigma_{nm}^*(\epsilon) \right] \epsilon f(\epsilon) d\epsilon.
\] (2.15)

Step-wise excitation begins to noticeably contribute to the optical emission spectrum if the product of the metastable state density and optical cross section, \( g_i N^* \sigma_{nm}^*(\epsilon) \), is on the same order as \( N \sigma_{nm}(\epsilon) \).

For Ar, the optical cross sections from the metastable states, \( \sigma_{nm}^*(\epsilon) \), can be much larger than those from the ground state, \( \sigma_{nm}(\epsilon) \), but this is countered by \( N^* \) being much less than \( N \) [11, 20]. In typical experiments, some contribution to \( I_{em}^{nm} \) from step-wise excitation can be observed in an Ar gas discharge.

A simulated spectrum of emission line intensities, \( I_{em}(\lambda) \), can be generated by considering all transitions in a spectral region by the equation

\[
I_{em}(\lambda) = \sum_{n,m} I_{em}^{nm} \delta(\lambda_{nm})
\] (2.16)

where \( \lambda \) is the emission wavelength and \( \delta(\lambda_{nm}) \) is the dirac delta function at the resonant wavelength for the transition between states \( n \) and \( m \). For the calculations relating to the optical emission diagnostic in this work, a simulation of the relative intensities of \( I_{em}(\lambda) \) is sufficient for the desired analysis of step-wise excitation from metastable Ar. Parameters that are constant for all \( I_{em}^{nm} \) cancel in an analysis of relative emission intensities, which includes the total electron density value, \( N_e \). Therefore the simulated spectrum of relative emission line intensities can be determined by

\[
I_{em}(\lambda)_{relative} = \sum_{n,m} \frac{\delta(\lambda_{nm})}{\lambda_{nm}} \int_0^\infty \left[ \sigma_{nm}(\epsilon) + g_i \frac{N^*}{N} \sigma_{nm}^*(\epsilon) \right] \epsilon f(\epsilon) d\epsilon,
\] (2.17)
where it is clear that $I_{em}(\lambda)_{relative}$ is a strong function of the ratio of Ar metastable to ground state number densities, $N^*/N$, and the EEDF.

### 2.6 Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy

Diode laser absorption was used to verify the calculations and assumptions in this work of Ar metastable densities based on optical emission measurements. The following is a detailed derivation of how the absolute Ar metastable density was calculated using known spectroscopic constants of Ar along with an experimental absorption spectrum. Laser absorption spectroscopy is a technique often used to measure the density of a light absorbing material [27, 13]. A beam of light with initial intensity $I_o$ is passed through a material. The light that exits the material has a reduced intensity $I$. When the material is an atomic gas, such as Ar in this work, the absorbed light will cause the atoms to transition to higher energy levels following the selection rules previously discussed in section 2.2. The amount of light lost by absorption is related to the initial intensity of the light and is given by the following equation,

$$I - I_o = -\Delta I = I_o\alpha \Delta l$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.18)

where $\alpha$ is the absorptivity of the gas and $\Delta l$ is a section of length of the absorbing gas. By assuming $\Delta l$ is very small, $\Delta l$ can be replaced with the differential $dl$. In this situation, the gas absorbs a small amount of light and $\Delta I$ is replaced with $dI$. The resulting equation is

$$\frac{dI}{I_o} = -\alpha dl$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.19)
and the equation can be solved by integrating over the total length of the gas, \( l \), and over the two levels of light intensity,

\[
\int_{I_o}^{I} \frac{dI}{I_o} = -\alpha \int_0^l dl. \tag{2.20}
\]

The absorptivity \( \alpha \) can be further defined by

\[
\alpha = N_1^* \sigma_{abs}(\nu) \tag{2.21}
\]

where \( N_1^* \) is the number density of absorbing atoms, either in the \( 1s_5 \) or \( 1s_3 \) Ar metastable state, and \( \sigma_{abs}(\nu) \) is the absorption cross section of the atom [28]. This cross section represents the likelihood for an atom to absorb a photon of frequency \( \nu \).

The absorptivity, \( \alpha \), as written is independent of \( l \), which means that \( N_1^* \) within the length \( l \) of gas is assumed to be uniform. The transmission ratio, \( I/I_o \), can now be expressed as

\[
\frac{I}{I_o} = \exp[-N_1^*l\sigma_{abs}(\nu)]. \tag{2.22}
\]

The absorption cross section is dependent on the incident photon frequency as well as the properties of a particular radiative transition and can be written as

\[
\sigma_{abs}(\nu) = \frac{h\nu B_{mn}}{c} g(\nu) \tag{2.23}
\]

where \( B_{mn} \) is the Einstein transition probability of absorption, also known as the Einstein B coefficient, and \( g(\nu) \) is the observed line shape function [28]. The Einstein coefficient \( B_{mn} \) is representative of the probability for an atom to absorb a photon of frequency \( \nu_{nm} \) and transition from state \( m \) to state \( n \). The Einstein B coefficient is related to the Einstein
A coefficient by

\[ B_{mn} = \frac{c^3}{8\pi h\nu_{nm}^3} A_{nm}. \]

(2.24)

The primary frequency dependence of the absorption is represented by the line shape function \( g(\nu) \). For an atomic gas the laser diode absorption spectrum is typically comprised of narrow absorption peaks, or lines, at resonant frequencies, each representing a radiative transition. An experimentally observed spectral line is always broadened due to various effects including natural, Doppler, and pressure broadening. Natural broadening is always present due to the quantum uncertainty principle and is related to the radiative lifetime of the states but is often negligible compared to Doppler and pressure broadening. For this work, Ar is studied at a relatively low pressure, so both natural broadening and pressure broadening from collisions are negligible compared to thermal induced Doppler broadening. For Doppler broadening the line shape function is a gaussian function given by

\[ g(\nu) = \left( \frac{4\ln2}{\pi\Delta\nu_d^2} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\nu - \nu_o}{\Delta\nu_d} \right)^2 \right] \]

(2.25)

where \( \nu_o \) is the resonant frequency of the transition and \( \Delta\nu_d \) is the full-width at half-max (FWHM) or Doppler width. The function is normalized to 1 when integrated over all frequencies. The doppler width is given by

\[ \Delta\nu_d = \sqrt{\frac{8kT\ln(2)}{m_a c^2}} \]

(2.26)

where \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is the gas temperature, and \( m_a \) is the mass of the individual gas atom [29]. The transmission ratio \( I/I_o \) can be represented in terms of \( g(\nu) \) by combining equations 2.22 and 2.23 to obtain

\[ \ln \left( \frac{I}{I_o} \right) = \frac{N_i^* l\nu B_{mn}}{c} g(\nu). \]

(2.27)
In this work, the transmission coefficient is recorded over a range of discrete laser frequencies which encompasses two Ar metastable transitions. With this experimental absorption spectrum, the temperature of the absorption medium can be calculated from the shape of the absorption lines and the absolute metastable density can be calculated from the peak absorption ratio. The temperature is determined through a calculation of $\Delta \nu_d$, which is found by fitting the relative shape of the measured $\ln(I_o/I)$ to $\nu g(\nu)$, where for a diode laser frequency on the order of 40,000 GHz and a doppler width of approximately 1 GHz, $\nu g(\nu)$ is roughly a gaussian fit function. The temperature of the Ar gas discharge used in this diagnostic work is assumed to be near room temperature, although no other experimental method was used to check the temperature besides the line shape calculation. To calculate the total absolute metastable density, $N^*$, the $1s_5$ or $1s_3$ density, $N^*_i$, is replaced with the weighted parameter $g_i N^*$ and equation 2.27 is solved for $N^*$. In this calculation, only the peak absorption value of the experimental spectrum at the resonant frequency (i.e. the smallest transmission ratio $I_{\text{peak}}/I_o$) is required. The simplified equation solving for a value of uniform total metastable density $N^*$ across the gas length, $l$, is

$$N^* = \ln \left( \frac{I_o}{I_{\text{peak}}} \right) \frac{c \Delta \nu_d \sqrt{\pi}}{g_i \ h \nu_o \ B_{12} \ 2\sqrt{\ln 2}}. \quad (2.28)$$

The assumption was made earlier that the density of Ar metastable absorbing $N^*$ was uniform throughout the gas length $l$. Equation 2.28 can also be re-written to solve for the column density,

$$N^* l = \ln \left( \frac{I_o}{I_{\text{peak}}} \right) \frac{c \Delta \nu_d \sqrt{\pi}}{g_i \ h \nu_o \ B_{12} \ 2\sqrt{\ln 2}}. \quad (2.29)$$

which can be calculated without assumptions regarding the absorption length and uniformity in metastable density. In this work in section 4.2, the column density measurement was used through different vertical positions in the discharge tube with various gas lengths to help determine the actual radial uniformity of the metastable density and assign an ef-
effective constant gas length parameter, $l$. 
Previous Work

3.1 Argon Metastable Density Measurements

3.1.1 Optical Emission Spectroscopy

Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) provides a non intrusive way to determine different parameters of a plasma by studying the light emitted from the discharge. OES is a widely used technique because the emitted light can be studied without affecting the discharge. Plasma parameters such as electron temperature, gas temperature, and metastable densities can be measured through the application of OES [30]. Significant work has been done previously to calculate temperatures and densities of species in an Ar discharge using OES. For many years, the electron temperature could be measured within an Ar plasma by OES through spectral line intensity ratios [31]. Recently, the electron density has been measured by combining OES measurements with kinetic modeling which considers collisional processes within the discharge [32]. Schulze et al. [33] has previously calculated the Ar metastable density within a low pressure inductively coupled plasma using the theoretical branching ratios involving 5 infrared emission lines resulting from the set of $2p \rightarrow 1s$ transitions. This method relied on radiation trapping to produce differences between the experimental line intensity ratios and the theoretical branching ratios due to the relatively high density metastable states and reveal the density of the metastables. The electron energy distribution and electron impact data were not considered in these measurements, but
rather the absolute metastable densities were validated by comparing their emission line ratios “a posteriori” to previously published work [33]. Most recently, the technique of Shulze et al. to measure Ar metastable densities along with a similar OES method using a more comprehensive set of emission lines was compared directly to a standard white light absorption technique [34]. Boffard et al. provided a topical review discussing how OES combined with the experimental electron impact cross section data along with the electron energy distribution function can provide a non-intrusive means to study important plasma parameters [22]. This paper emphasized the role of excitation from the metastable states in maintaining ionization in an Ar discharge. More specifically, an OES study within a pulsed Ar radio frequency inductively coupled plasma discharge displayed specific line intensity affects due to step-wise excitation from metastables [35]. This OES study showed that an emission maximum in the afterglow of the discharge was due to step-wise excitation and not just recombination. Boffard et al. specifically predicted ratios of the 420.1 nm to the 419.8 nm emission lines, which are uniquely affected by direct and step-wise excitation, to be approximately 1 : 1 during an Ar discharge with significant direct excitation and approximately 4 : 1 when emission is completely dominated by step-wise excitation out of the metastable level, such as in an Ar afterglow [36]. DeJoseph et al. experimentally determined the 420.1 nm to 419.8 nm ratio to be relatively constant in an Ar afterglow at 3.8 : 1 [35].

3.1.2 Laser Absorption

At present, the most accurate method to determine Ar metastable densities is through laser absorption spectroscopy, although this technique can be expensive and unpractical outside of a laboratory environment. Hebner in 1996 performed an extensive analysis of an inductively coupled Ar plasma including a measurement of excited state densities through laser absorption spectroscopy [27]. Hebner used the best available tunable infrared laser absorption source at that time, which was an Ar-ion-laser-pumped ring titanium-sapphire
laser to produce absorption spectra over a variety of Ar transitions, including $1s_5 \rightarrow 2p_8$ at 801.4 nm, $1s_4 \rightarrow 2p_7$ at 810.4 nm, $1s_3 \rightarrow 2p_4$ at 794.8 nm, and $1s_2 \rightarrow 2p_2$ at 826.6 nm. Argon excited state temperature and line integrated density were derived from these laser absorption measurements. For more than a decade, the rapid development of high performance, low-cost tunable diode lasers have allowed researchers to readily apply them to experiments in laser absorption spectroscopy. For example, tunable infrared diode lasers have been used to measure Ar metastable state densities in various applications including argon-mercury lamp development [12], element-selective gas chromatography [37] and hydrocarbon-containing Ar dusty plasmas [38]. The experimental apparatus at WPAFB used in the work herein and described in section 4.2 has been used in previous studies of dielectric barrier discharges in Ar and N$_2$/Ar. Williamson et al. used the WPAFB laser diode system centered at 772.4 nm to excite the $1s_3 \rightarrow 2p_2$ Ar transition and determine the population density of the $1s_3$ Ar metastable in a short pulsed dielectric barrier discharge in 100 Torr of N$_2$/Ar [13]. Leiweke et al. examined varying pulse durations of the N$_2$/Ar dielectric barrier discharge and demonstrated a gas temperature measurement [39] as well as an absolute Ar metastable density measurement [40] using the same WPAFB laser diode system.

### 3.2 Argon Electron Impact Cross Sections

Some of the primary calculations in this work incorporate published experimental data on electron-impact excitation cross section measurements on argon gas atoms. The following review is not a complete list of work done in the field (see review articles [41, 42]), but it does provide a standard of what values are available. The cross sections include measurements for excitation of the ground state of the atom, metastable states, and the ground state of the ion. A detailed discussion of electron-impact excitation theory and the corresponding cross sections is provided in section 2.3.
Electron-impact excitation from the Ar ground state to the $2p$ state (Paschen notation) involves excitation cross sections that have been found to be relatively large ($\sim 10^{-17} - 10^{-18}$ cm$^2$) with short lifetimes (22-39 ns) \cite{43, 44, 45}. The optical emissions from the $2p \rightarrow 1s$ transition that is indicative of electron-impact excitation to the $2p$ state lie in the 700-1150 nm wavelength range and are the most intense lines of the argon spectra in the visible/near-IR. The population of these levels in plasmas is determined by electron-impact excitation and radiative decay due to their large cross sections and short lifetimes. However, due to the large cascade contribution to the apparent cross section for these levels, there is some degree of pressure dependence, which complicates their use in plasma diagnostics. In fact, variation in published apparent cross sections for these levels is seen due to the varying pressures used in the experiments. As will be discussed below, the $2p$ levels can also be readily populated through the excitation of metastable atoms.

The primary set of excitation data from the ground state used in the present work were not to the $2p$ state, but rather to the $3p$ state. This electron-impact excitation to the $3p$ state results in the next largest set of cross sections and generates optical emission from $3p \rightarrow 1s$ in the 395-470 nm spectrum range \cite{45, 46}. This spectral range also overlaps with the wavelength range of many prominent ion emission lines, allowing easy cross calibration of atomic and ionic emissions. Compared with the $2p$ levels, however, the $3p$ levels have smaller excitation cross sections (approximately one third smaller) and longer lifetimes (75-170 ns) \cite{11}. On the plus side, however, the cascade contribution to the $3p$ levels is generally less than that to the $2p$ levels.

Cross sections have also been measured for the excitation out of the $1s_3$ ($J = 0$) and $1s_5$ ($J = 2$) metastable levels of Ar \cite{23, 47}. These cross sections are generally much larger ($10^{-15} - 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$) than the corresponding cross sections out of the ground state, although the $1s$ metastable target density is generally much lower than the ground state density. Since the two metastable levels are pure triplet levels ($^3P_0$ and $^3P_2$), the pattern for excitation from the metastable levels into the ten levels of the $2p$ state is quite different
from that of the $^1S_0$ ground state [22]. For example, the largest excitation cross sections from the metastable levels are for excitations into the $2p_{4}$ and $2p_{9}$ levels, with small cross sections for excitation into the $2p_{1}$ and $2p_{5}$ levels.

The metastable excitation cross sections into the levels of the $2p$ state are much larger than the cross sections into any other state [48]. Measurements for selected levels of the $3p$ state do indicate that the cross sections into these levels from the metastable states are much smaller. As a result, excitation of metastable atoms plays a diminished role in the population of these levels. For example, comparing ground state apparent cross sections, the value for the $3p_{9}$ level is 20% of the $2p_{9}$ cross section; whereas for metastable excitation, the $1s_{5} \rightarrow 3p_{9}$ cross section is only about 4% of the $1s_{5} \rightarrow 2p_{9}$ value.

In addition to the experimental measurements of the electron-impact excitation cross sections, there has also been previous publications of calculations of excitation cross sections from the argon metastable states. Srivastava et al [49] used the relativistic distorted-wave approximation to calculate the excitation of the lowest metastable states of argon (the $1s J = 0,2$ levels) to the ten higher-lying fine-structure levels of the $2p$ configuration. In later research cross section calculations were performed for excitation from the lowest $1s$ metastable states to the higher level $3p$ configuration using the same relativistic distorted-wave approximation [50].

Finally, extensive measurements have been made for the simultaneous ionization and excitation of ground state argon into the levels of the $3p^44p$ configuration of Ar$^+$ [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. Limited measurements have also been taken for selected transitions from levels of the $3p^44d[54, 55]$ and $3p^45s[52]$ configurations. The optical emission cross sections at 50 eV for many of the $3p^44p \rightarrow 3p^44s$ transitions (420-490 nm) are larger than all but the $2p \rightarrow 1s$ transition array. However, it should be noted that 50 eV is near the peak of the cross sections for these Ar$^+$ levels which start at $\sim 35$ eV, whereas the $3p^55p$ levels start at 14.5 eV and peak at $\sim 25$ eV.

Excitation from the ground state of Ar$^+$ requires much lower energy electrons (\sim 19
eV). Cross sections for excitation of ions are more limited than the cross sections available for simultaneous excitation/ionization. Using an Ar$^+$ ion beam as a target, Zapesochnyi et al [58, 59] have found that the peak excitation cross sections into the $3p^44p$ levels are 5-30 times larger out of the ion ground state than out of the atomic ground state. Further work in this area is necessary in light of the importance of this excitation channel in plasmas with modest ionization fractions.
Experimental

4.1 Pulsed DC Discharge

For this study, a direct current (dc) pulsed discharge was used to generate the Ar plasma. The motivation for using the pulsed discharge was to create an environment with variable Ar metastable density, where the optical emission spectra could be easily and accurately analyzed as a function of metastable density. Figure 4.1 is a graphical representation of a dc voltage pulse (solid line) in time producing an Ar discharge along with the corresponding metastable density (dashed line) evolving in time. At the initiation of the pulse discharge, corresponding at time (i) in Figure 4.1, the Ar metastable density should be negligible assuming a flowing system with a sufficient delay between pulses to allow metastables from the previous pulse to evacuate or decay. The metastable density was also expected to be very low in the first few microseconds of the pulsed discharge, but then should build over time during the discharge through direct excitation, cascading from higher energy states, and a long radiative lifetime. This larger metastable density should be seen at time (ii) during the discharge, while immediately after the discharge, at time (iii) in Figure 4.1, the density should remain constant because of the long lifetime of the metastables. By collecting the optical emission spectra within small gated time periods, the resulting spectra was representative of the metastable density during each respective period. For example, emission spectra from very early in the pulse would be expected to show less evidence of step-wise electron impact excitation originating from the Ar metastable states compared to
later times.

Figure 4.1: Representation of time evolution of pulse voltage and metastable density

4.1.1 Discharge Tube and Vacuum System

The pulsed discharge tube was made of quartz, 5 cm in diameter and 1 meter in length, with hollow aluminum electrodes and generated a flowing Ar discharge at 5 mTorr. The 5 mTorr discharge pressure matched the target Ar pressure for the published optical cross section data ([11],[20],[23]), so these optical cross sections could be applied without pressure correction to model the discharge spectral intensity distributions. The relatively long 1 meter tube length was used for the 5 mTorr discharge to match the pressure-distance (pd) product corresponding to the minimum breakdown voltage in the Ar Paschen curve. Several metal probes extended through the quartz wall and were positioned to measure the plasma voltage at different lengths along the discharge tube. A sketch of the discharge chamber and its components are shown in Figure 4.2.

The outlet of the quartz discharge tube was a 3.8 cm diameter quartz section that extended at a right angle from the anode end of the tube for about 12 cm. This quartz outlet section was transitioned into a metal Klein Flange which was connected to a series of 3.8 cm pipes and conflat flanges and led to a manual throttle valve, pressure transducer and the pumping system. The pumping station consisted of an ALCTEL model 5010 molecular drag pump as the primary pump and a KNF 726-3ANP diaphragm pump as the roughing pump. Electrically insulating glass wool was securely lodged within the 3.8 cm quartz
outlet tube to prevent a discharge occurring between the high voltage electrode and the grounded metal vacuum flanges.

4.1.2 Power Supply

The pulsed power supply to energize the discharge was connected in series with an ohmite L225J high power 150 Ω resistor and the hollow electrode anode. A stainless steel ultratorr fitting served as the grounded cathode of the discharge, which coupled the 6 mm inlet of the quartz tube to the plastic Ar flow tube and is shown in Figure 4.3. The power supply delivered a series of dc voltage pulses, initially at 4 kV, to the anode at a rate of 10 Hz and a duration of 80 µs each. The application of 4 kV to the anode led to electrical breakdown, approximately 40 µs after the initiation of the pulse, and an increase in the discharge current. The power supply was current limited and would self-regulate the applied voltage, which would typically drop from 4 kV to several hundred volts after electrical breakdown. The voltage and current waveforms for one pulse are shown in Figure 4.4. This particular power supply was manufactured by SRL under a government contract and was not a commercially available power supply.
Figure 4.3: Discharge tube and optical emission measurement set up

Figure 4.4: Anode voltage and current waveforms for a single pulse
4.1.3 Pressure and Flow Measurement

A model 127 MKS baratron head, positioned along the metal vacuum pipes midway between the quartz outlet tube and the drag pump, measured the pressure up to 1 torr. The glass and metal tubes connecting the discharge tube to the baratron had diameters that were chosen to be relatively large so that the pressure gradient due to flow constriction was minimal and the baratron reading would accurately represent the pressure within the entire discharge tube. Ultra high purity Argon (99.999%) flowed from the cathode end of the discharge tube through the system at all times via a 20 sccm MKS type 1179 flow controller. A type 146 MKS vacuum gauge measurement and control system monitored the baratron pressure reading and signaled the proper gas flow to the flow controller, which was regulated at 1.3 sccm to maintain a pressure of 5 ± 1 mTorr.

4.1.4 Electric Field Measurement

The E/N of the discharge in the emission region, where E is the electric field and N is the concentration of neutral particles, was calculated by measuring the potential difference between two metal probes spanning the optical detection region. Tektronix P6015 Voltage Probes were placed on two of the metal probes 80 cm apart along the discharge tube and the voltage difference was displayed on a LeCroy Waverunner LT334 oscilloscope. For calibration, both Tektronix probes could be placed on a single metal probe to ensure that the difference between the voltage waveforms from each Tektronix probe as a function of time was minimized near zero. The uncertainty in the voltage difference measurement was fairly large because the initial 4 kV applied voltage required a measurement probe with high-voltage tolerance even though the applied voltage dropped considerably after breakdown. During periods of transient voltage, such as the beginning of the applied voltage pulse and discharge breakdown, an accurate measurement of the voltage difference was essentially impossible due to the slight difference in the time response of the probes. Therefore, accu-
rate voltage difference measurements were accomplished only during periods of relatively constant applied voltage, such as the time during the discharge but well after breakdown. These different time periods of either transient or relatively constant voltage can be easily seen in Figure 4.5 which displays the voltage waveforms of both of the high voltage probes. During a typical discharge, the resulting voltage difference of 80 V was near the limit of resolution for the Tektronix P6015 Voltage Probes and the assigned uncertainty of the voltage difference measurement was ±20 V. As shown in Figure 4.6, during the discharge ”on” period, a voltage difference of 80 ± 20 V over a 80 cm metal probe separation (E=1 V/cm) was measured within a typical 5 ± 1 mTorr (N=1.6×10^{14} cm^{-3}) discharge which resulted in an E/N of (6±2)×10^{-15} V·cm^2 or 600±200 Td, where 1 Td=10^{-17} V·cm^2. Immediately after a typical discharge the voltage difference was also measured but the lower voltages at this time resulted in a higher percent uncertainty. As seen in Figure 4.6, immediately after the discharge, a voltage difference of 15 ± 5 V over the 80 cm probe separation resulted in an $E/N$ of $(1.2±.5)\times10^{-15}$ V·cm^2 or approximately 120±50 Td.

![Figure 4.5: Individual high voltage probe measurements](image-url)
4.1.5 Optical Emission Measurement

For the spectral analyses of optical emission from the Ar discharge, light was collected and focused into a fiber-optic coupled spectrometer and imaged by an intensified charged coupled device (ICCD) camera. Radially directed optical emission from the discharge was collected through a 5 cm flat window on the radial wall of the quartz tube and passed through two collection lenses in series, as shown in Figure 4.3. The light was collected and collimated first by a 5 cm diameter, 9 cm focal length converging lens and then focused onto an optical fiber with a 5 cm diameter, 11 cm focal length converging lens. A 4 m fiber optic cable transmitted the emission light to the front slits of a 0.5 m focal length Acton 500i spectrometer with an imaging Czerny-Turner optical design with aspheric mirrors. The emission light was dispersed within the spectrometer with a 68 mm×68 mm grating with 1200 grooves per mm and a blaze wavelength of 300 nm and had a rated resolution of 0.05 nm at 435.8 nm with a 10 μm entrance slit. The resulting spectrum at the output aperture of the spectrometer was imaged by an Andor iStar 712 ICCD camera with an active imaging area of 18.4 mm×18.4 mm consisting of 512×512 imaging pixels and a spectral range of 115 nm to 920 nm [60]. The image intensifier included a microchannel plate that
provided a minimum of 500 counts per photon amplification at full gain setting. The minimum optical gate width of the ICCD camera was 2 ns, although in these experiments the gate width was typically set to 500 ns, which provided both sufficient temporal resolution and adequate total image counts. In this work, the spectrometer gratings imaged a spectrum on the ICCD array that was centered at 420 nm and spanned a total spectral range of 17 nm across the 512 horizontal pixel columns. The data from the ICCD camera was fed through a computer mounted PCI controller card and processed by the Andor iStar computer program. The program produced a line spectrum by integrating over the horizontal pixel columns and assigning intensities to the corresponding wavelengths associated with the horizontal pixels.

The quantum efficiency of the ICCD camera and grating efficiency of the spectrometer varied little over the spectral range studied in this work, between 412 and 429 nm. The combined changes in efficiencies resulted in an intensity change of less than 1% over this optical range. Since much larger uncertainties were introduced when simulating the emission spectra, the total experimental optical detection efficiency was considered constant as a function of wavelength and no calibration factor was applied to the experimental emission spectral data.

The optical gate delay and gate width were parameters of the ICCD camera that needed to be controlled in order to collect the emission light at various times throughout and after the 80 µs voltage pulse. For system triggering purposes, the pulsed power supply served as the master source which triggered the LeCroy oscilloscope through the voltage rise on one of the Tektronix voltage probes. The ”trigger output” of the oscilloscope was then sent to the trigger input of a Stanford Research Systems model DG535 delay generator. A TTL signal from the delay generator was lastly sent to the external trigger input of the ICCD camera. This set the ICCD optical gate delay of zero to correspond with the start of the voltage pulse and, in most cases, before complete electrical breakdown and significant emission occurred. The gate delay could be adjusted by the user in the Andor
iStar program to control when the ICCD camera began to collect emission light during or after the pulse. The Andor ICCD camera was also capable of averaging data counts over multiple voltage pulses in order to improve resolution of the spectrum lines. The parameter in the Andor iStar program that controlled the amount of averaging was the number of accumulations. For this experiment, 1000 accumulations provided sufficient data averaging to create a highly resolved line spectrum.

Since this was a pulsed system, the discharge properties would slightly change with each voltage pulse and the electric field and metastable densities at one specific time for one pulse may be slightly different at the same time for another pulse. In general, this difference was small, the jitter between pulses was approximately 100 ns, but it did make it difficult to get a precise measurement during certain times in the discharge. For example, it was difficult to get a precise measurement of emission light when breakdown occurred since a large change in emission light occurred over this short amount of time. To compensate for this, the gate width for each acquisition was set at 500 ns and the number of counts was accumulated over 1000 voltage pulses.

The Ar gas flow of 1.3 sccm at 5 mTorr itself was not sufficiently large to insure that absolutely all of the Ar metastables from the previous pulse were removed before the start of the next pulse, although other loss mechanisms such as diffusion to the walls combined with the flow should cause this left-over density of metastables to be negligible. This assumption was confirmed with laser diode absorption measurements described later.

### 4.2 Absorption

Diode laser absorption spectral analysis was used to verify the metastable density calculations stemming from the optical emission measurements within the pulsed dc discharge. A New Focus Vortex 6013 continuous tunable diode laser produced approximately 6 mW of infrared radiation and had the capability to adjust laser frequency over an 80 GHz range.
The specific model of the Vortex 6013 used here was centered at a laser frequency of 388008 GHz, or an air wavelength of 772.421 nm, and had a frequency range that included both the $1s_3 \rightarrow 2p_2$ and $1s_5 \rightarrow 2p_7$ transitions in Ar at 388008 GHz and 388031 GHz respectively. From the resulting absorption spectrum over these two transitions, the absolute densities of both the $1s_3$ and $1s_5$ metastables could be calculated as discussed in section 2.6. The narrow line width of the diode laser, which was less than 300 kHz [61], insured that instrumental broadening in the absorption spectrum was negligible compared to the doppler broadened line shapes of the $1s_3 \rightarrow 2p_2$ and $1s_5 \rightarrow 2p_7$ transitions, which were on the order of 800 MHz. The laser frequency was adjusted by using an input analog voltage signal to control a piezo-electric actuator within the diode laser head. The general beam path of the diode laser involved an initial 50% beam split, with one beam reflected into a calibration etalon and the other beam transmitted through the Ar pulsed discharge and onto a silicon photodiode as shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Diode laser absorption experimental set up

Since the laser frequency did not necessarily scale linearly with the input analog volt-
age signal, a Burleigh 2 GHz free spectral range etalon was used to track the relative frequency change as the analog voltage was ramped. The interference of the reflected laser beam within the etalon produced an output transmission signal that was periodic with laser frequency and resulted in peak transmission every 2 GHz. As the input analog voltage was ramped, this periodic etalon signal allowed precise calibration of the analog voltage to the laser frequency.

The beam that was transmitted through the beam splitter was directed through a series of neutral density filters to insure that excess laser power did not saturate the Ar absorption transitions of interest. With excess laser power, the rate of absorption to the upper state may become larger than the spontaneous rate of emission from that state. This would cause the overall line shape of the absorption spectrum to broaden, which is a saturation effect termed power broadening. Neutral density filters were added until the observed absorption spectral line shape was unaffected by greater filtering, which indicated the absence of power broadening due to saturation.

From the filters, the beam traveled into the Ar discharge through the 5 cm flat window on the radial wall of the quartz tube, which was the same window through which light was collected in the optical emission experiments. The quartz tube was mounted on a vertical translation stage so that the vertical position of the beam passing through the window could be adjusted, which would allow an analysis of the radial profile of the metastable density. After passing through the discharge, the laser beam exited the quartz tube through a second 5 cm flat window on the opposite wall and was directed into a PDA55 amplified silicon detector. The silicon detector produced an output signal proportional to laser power by a factor of 235 V/mW, although all that was necessary for this analysis was a relative laser power measurement, since the transmission ratio $I/I_0$ was the ultimate parameter required.

Both the etalon output signal and the silicon detector signal were sent to a LeCroy 9354C digital oscilloscope. Similar to the emission measurements, the pulsed power supply acted as the master source and directly triggered the oscilloscope, which made the etalon
and silicon detector waveforms be directly related in time to the applied voltage pulse. The oscilloscope displayed a temporal profile of the laser power reaching the detector either with no discharge or any time relative to a 80µs pulse discharge. This allowed a baseline measurement of \( I_o \) when no discharge was present and a relative value of \( I \) could be found before, during, or after a pulse discharge. This resulted in an \( I/I_o \) value corresponding to a specific time relative to the pulse discharge. An example of the temporal profile of the transmission ratio, \( I/I_o \), at resonant frequency for the \( 1s_5 \rightarrow 2p_7 \) transition is shown in 4.8. The final transmission spectra, from which the primary temperature and metastable density calculations were made, each consisted of a set of \( I/I_o \) values, all taken at the same time relative to the 80 µs pulse discharge, as a function of laser frequency. A LabVIEW based program controlled the ramping of the analog voltage to scan the laser frequency and controlled the data acquisition to record the \( I/I_o \) transmission spectrum and the etalon signal as a function of the ramped analog voltage. The change in voltage was then related to the change in laser frequency using the etalon signal, which allowed the transmission spectra to be plotted against frequency.

![Graph](image)

Figure 4.8: Laser diode transmission ratio at resonant frequency vs time
An example transmission spectrum along with the calibrated etalon signal are plotted against relative frequency in Figure 4.9, which shows the two absorption peaks corresponding to the $1s_3 \rightarrow 2p_2$ and $1s_5 \rightarrow 2p_7$ transitions in Ar. The Doppler widths were experimentally determined by analyzing the $I/I_o$ transmission spectrum from Figure 4.9, which was taken during the discharge when absorption, and therefore metastable density, was high. By taking the natural log of the entire transmission spectrum, the Doppler width could be found by fitting $\ln(I_o/I)$ with a gaussian fit function as shown in equation 2.27 in section 2.6. The Doppler width, $\Delta \nu_d$, values for the $1s_3 \rightarrow 2p_2$ and $1s_5 \rightarrow 2p_7$ transitions were measured to be 802 MHz and 815 MHz respectively, as shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, which corresponded to Ar gas temperatures of 330 K and 340 K. This indicated that the gas temperature during the discharge was only slightly higher than room temperature and therefore the measured $\Delta \nu_d$ was assumed to be valid as well for interpreting absorption measurements during breakdown and after the discharge, since the temperature at those times should also be near room temperature.

Figure 4.9: Transmission (solid line) and etalon signal (dotted line) vs relative frequency
Figure 4.10: Gaussian fit (solid line) of $\ln(I_o/I)$ data ($\times$'s) for $1s_3 \rightarrow 2p_2$ transition

An effective gas length parameter, $l$, over which $N^*$ could be assumed uniform, was determined for use in equation 2.28. A radial profile of $N^*l$ column density measurements were conducted at various vertical positions through the discharge tube and are shown as crosses in Figure 4.12. The results indicate that the column density is generally concentrated within a 2 cm diameter volume at the center of the tube and drops off quickly towards the wall outside of this diameter. Therefore an effective gas length of $l=$2 cm was assigned to be used in calculations using equation 2.28 and represents a column length of reasonably uniform metastable density such as shown in Figure 4.12 by the dashed outline.
Figure 4.11: Gaussian fit (solid line) of $\ln(I_o/I)$ data ($\times$’s) for $1s_5 \rightarrow 2p_7$ transition

Figure 4.12: Column density measurements (+) and simplified column density
Results and Discussion

5.1 Experimental Emission Spectra

Emission from the Ar discharge tube was recorded at select times throughout the dc pulse. Three short windows in time were selected to represent three extreme variations in the emission line intensity distribution due to stark changes in either the EEDF and/or the ratio of metastable to ground state number densities, \( N^*/N \), during the discharge pulse. These three select times are shown in Figure 5.1 and represent (i) during breakdown, (ii) during the discharge, and (iii) immediately after the discharge. Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 show the raw experimental data of the relative emission intensities between 412 nm and 429 nm for the three select times in an Argon pulsed discharge at 5 mTorr.

The following is a brief initial discussion of the general differences in appearance of the spectral lines in the three experimental plots without reference to atomic states or electrical discharge parameters. The most noticeable differences in the three spectra include the presence of known ion emission lines at 413.2, 422.8, 423.7, and 427.8 nm occurring only in Figure 5.2 during breakdown and also the relative changes between two other notable groups of emission lines in Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 for each select time. One of these groups include the strong emissions lines at 419.8 nm and 426.0 nm while the other includes strong lines at 420.1 nm and 416.0 nm. The similar quantum transitional characteristics of these groups of lines will be discussed in detail later. For convenience, the 420.1 nm line and the 419.8 nm line will be representative of their respective groups in these dis-
cussions. During breakdown, along with the presence of the ion emission lines, the 419.8 nm line is observed in Figure 5.2 to be significantly more intense than the 420.1 nm line, which is an observation not readily reported in Ar discharges. During the discharge, the 420.1 nm line in Figure 5.3 is now clearly more intense than the 419.8 nm line and no ion emission lines are observed. Immediately after the discharge, Figure 5.4 shows that the 420.1 nm line has increased its relative intensity to the 419.8 nm line compared to emission during the discharge.

5.2 Simulated Emission Spectra

Each of the three experimental emission spectra can be fitted with simulated spectra of relative emission generated from equation 2.17. As discussed in section 2.5, the relative emission intensity is a strong function of $N^*/N$ and the EEDF, so these values must be provided to generate a simulated spectrum. For clarification of this discussion, equation 2.17 is re-written below
The comprehensive set of experimental data of $\sigma_{nm}(\epsilon)$ and $\sigma_{nm}^*(\epsilon)$ for Ar compiled by Lin et al. ([11],[20],[23]) and used in this study to generate simulated spectra using equation 5.1 are shown in Figure 5.5. For a detailed description of the set of cross sections used in this work, refer to appendix A. These represent the cross sections corresponding to radiative transitions in the 412 nm to 429 nm range which include $3p \rightarrow 1s$ neutral Ar emission lines as well as several Ar ion emission lines. It is important to note that some values of $\sigma_{nm}^*(\epsilon)$ are on the order of 100 times larger than $\sigma_{nm}(\epsilon)$, but, as shown in equation 5.1, $\sigma_{nm}^*(\epsilon)$ is multiplied by $g_i N^* / N$, which greatly reduces the $I_{em}(\lambda)_{relative}$ contribution from metastable excitation, often to the extent of being comparable to the ground state excitation contribution.

As discussed in section 2.4, the EEDF, $f(\epsilon)$, can be calculated from a user provided $E/N$ value for a steady state case where the electric field and electron distribution is approximately stationary in time. It is clear through trial that it is not possible to obtain unique fits of $I_{em}(\lambda)_{relative}$ to the experimental spectra by varying both the $N^*/N$ and the EEDF.
input parameters, so some additional experimental evidence or assumptions was needed to generate unique fits. The general approach to provide the additional information to achieve fits at all three select times was, for time (i) to assume that \( N^*/N = 0 \) during breakdown and investigate the EEDF that corresponds to the best fit, for time (ii) to assign an \( E/N \) corresponding to a voltage difference measurement during the discharge and allow the \( N^*/N \) to vary for the best fit, and finally for time (iii) to assume that \( N^*/N \) immediately after the discharge is unchanged from the \( N^*/N \) calculation at time (ii) and allow \( E/N \) to vary for the best fit. For any combination of EEDF and \( N^*/N \), a proportionality constant \( c \), which scales the simulated relative emission lines, \( I_{em}(\lambda)_{\text{relative}} \), to experimental emission lines, \( I_{em}(\lambda)_{\text{experimental}} \), was determined by minimizing the \( \chi^2 \) value of the form

\[
\chi^2 = \sum_{em} [(c \times I_{em}(\lambda)_{\text{relative}} - I_{em}(\lambda)_{\text{experimental}}) \times w_{em}]^2,
\]

(5.2)

where \( w_{em} \) was a weighting factor that was proportional to the experimental intensity, and \( \sum_{em} \) represented the sum over all simulated emission lines. The minimum \( \chi^2 \) for any single combination of EEDF and \( N^*/N \) was then compared to other combinations where either the EEDF or \( N^*/N \) were varied until the lowest \( \chi^2 \) was found.
5.2.1 Simulated Spectrum During Breakdown

For the case during breakdown at time (i), a value of $N^*/N=0$ was assigned in equation 5.1, because the discharge had just been initiated and it was assumed that the long-lived metastables had not had sufficient time to build in density. This $N^*/N=0$ assumption was verified through diode laser absorption measurements and will be discussed in detail later. The EEDF during breakdown could not be considered a steady state case since the electric field and electron density were changing rapidly during this period of time. The experimental voltage difference measurement in Figure 4.5 is also not useful in determining a $E/N$ during breakdown due to uncertainties in relative response times and triggering of the probes during this time of transient electric field. Thus, a user provided $E/N$ measurement and BolSig EEDF calculation was not used in this case during breakdown. The experimental emission provided some evidence of the EEDF as Ar ion emission lines were observed during breakdown, indicating the presence of a significant high energy EEDF component. In lieu of solving the Boltzmann equation for time (i), an approximated EEDF was generated to represent the higher energy distribution and provide a fit to the observed trends in the experimental emission data. A simple Boltzmann distribution was used as the
Figure 5.5: Optical cross sections [11],[20],[23],[36] used in theoretical fit

approximate EEDF and applied to equation 5.1 to create a simulated spectrum. This EEDF was in the form

\[ f(\epsilon) = Ae^{-\epsilon/kT} \]  

(5.3)

where \( kT \) represents the electron temperature in units of eV. The best fit of the experimental data during breakdown corresponded to a \( kT \) of 20 eV. Considering the unknown nature of the EEDF in this non steady state case, the electron temperature of 20 eV has a significantly large uncertainty, but seems a reasonable value for an applied voltage dropping from several thousand to several hundred volts in 5 mTorr of Ar. The simulated spectrum corresponding to a \( kT \) of 20 eV and \( N^*/N=0 \) is shown in Figure 5.6 along with the experimental emission data during breakdown.

A comparison of the simulated and experimental spectra shows a reasonably good fit of all of the Ar transition lines represented in the electron impact cross section data set. The small discrepancies seen between some of the lines could be expected given the approximate nature of the EEDF due to the transient electric field over the 500 ns observation
Figure 5.6: Emission at time (i) during breakdown along with simulated fit (×’s)

period and the uncertainty in triggering over multiple pulses. Specifically, the fit was impressive for the unusual ratio between the 420.1 nm and the 419.8 nm lines which was 1 : 1.9, or 0.5. The origin of this notably low ratio of 420.1 nm to 419.8 nm line intensity can be clearly seen in Figure 5.7 where the energy distribution of electrons can be compared to select cross sections representing direct and step-wise excitation. In this graph the EEDF is in the form $\epsilon f(\epsilon)$ to better relate the EEDF to equation 5.1.

Plots of the Ar direct excitation cross sections $\sigma_{3p_5,1s_4}$ and $\sigma_{3p_9,1s_5}$ corresponding to the 420.1 nm and 419.8 nm line emissions respectively are also shown in Figure 5.7. The two direct excitation cross sections are seen to be approximately equal for electron energies up to 25 eV, while for higher electron energies, $\sigma_{3p_5,1s_4}$ has a greater value which would lead to more emission at 419.8 nm in the presence of electrons with $\epsilon$ greater than 25 eV. This is clearly the case with less intense emission at 420.1 nm than 419.8 nm observed experimentally during breakdown in Figure 5.6. Private communications with Drs. Lin and Boffard at the University of Wisconsin revealed that such a ratio of 420.1 nm and 419.8 nm emission is unusual and not readily reported [62], most likely due to the uniqueness of capturing the Ar emission solely during the breakdown period of a pulsed discharge when
the $E/N$ is high and $N^*/N$ is low. In further considering the assumption of $N^*/N=0$, it was found that for the EEDF with $kT=20$ eV, the fit of the simulated emission spectrum would noticeably change to an increase in $N^*/N$ on the order of 0.001, or 0.1%. This reinforces the assumption that $N^*/N$ is negligibly small, although a more definitive analysis of the metastable density during breakdown was done using laser absorption and will be discussed later. A single Ar ionization cross section plot corresponding to the 427.75 nm ion emission line is also shown in Figure 5.7 which is representative of the ionization cross section set used in the analysis with threshold energies around 38 eV. As seen in this figure, the EEDF has a substantial distribution of electrons with energies above 38 eV and thus the observation of ion emission would be expected as was observed in the experimental emission spectrum during breakdown. With closer inspection it is seen that the intensity of the ion lines of the simulated spectrum at 413.2, 422.8, 423.7, and 427.8 nm, are generally a little higher than the experimental values but the relative intensities between the four ion lines are accurate. This over-calculation in the simulated ion emission spectrum is likely due to the actual EEDF not being an exact Boltzmann distribution function as was
approximated in this model.

### 5.2.2 Simulated Spectrum During Discharge

For the case during the discharge at time (ii), the electron density and electric field were assumed to reach steady state and therefore the $E/N$ could be determined from a measurement of the voltage difference between two metal probes spanning the optical detection region. The average voltage difference measurement in Figure 4.6 combined with pressure measurements made during the discharge, as discussed in section 4.1.4, gave an $E/N$ value of $600\pm 200$ Td. A Bolsig calculation for Ar at 600 Td generated the theoretical EEDF. By inputting the EEDF as $f(\epsilon)$, and the electron impact cross sections as $\sigma_{m,n}$ and $\sigma^*_{m,n}$, and then using $N^*/N$ as an independent variable, the best fit of $I_{em}(\lambda)_{\text{relative}}$ from equation 5.1 to the experimental emission intensity data in Figure 5.3 was determined with a least squares fit. The best fit of the simulated spectrum to the peaks in the experimental spectrum during the discharge at 600 Td is shown in Figure 5.8 which corresponded to a best fit $N^*/N$ of $0.007 \pm 0.003$, or 0.7%.

![Figure 5.8: Emission at time (ii) along with simulated fit (×’s) including error bars](image)

A comparison of the simulated and experimental spectra during the discharge shows a
good fit for most transition lines within the 400 nm range. The fit was particularly good for the ratio between the 420.1 nm and the 419.8 nm lines which was 1.3 : 1. This observed ratio of 1.3 : 1 agrees fairly well with the theoretical prediction by Boffard et al. of a 1 : 1 ratio for a Ar discharge with significant direct excitation. The major cause of uncertainty in the simulated emission spectrum results from the large uncertainty in the voltage difference measurement. The error bars shown for the simulated emission represents the effect of ±200 Td uncertainty on each simulated transition peak. The large range in uncertainties for the various peaks was due to the variation in shape and threshold of the cross sections as a function of energy, leaving certain transition intensities more susceptible to changes in $E/N$ than others. In contrast to most of the simulated emission lines, the line at 419.1 nm had a simulated value in excess of 20% more than the experimental value. The 419.1 nm experimental peak intensity lay outside the simulation error bars, which were very small as the simulated relative intensity at 419.1 nm was not as sensitive to $E/N$ changes as were other lines. This disagreement between the experimental and simulated relative intensities at 419.1 nm was consistent throughout the 3 time periods studied in this work. This consistent disagreement likely indicated some unresolved uncertainty for the 419.1 nm transition in this experiment or in the previously published measurements of the cross sections used in the simulated fit.

The origin of the slightly more intense 420.1 nm emission than 419.8 nm can be explained by the presence of Ar 1s metastables and the resulting electron impact step-wise excitation from these metastable states. This can be shown graphically in Figure 5.9, where the EEDF for 600 Td is plotted along with 4 select cross section plots representing direct and step-wise excitation leading to both 420.1 nm and 419.8 nm emission. No ion cross section plots are shown since very little ion emission was observed due to the ion excitation threshold of approximately 38 eV and the lack of high energy electrons in the EEDF at 600 Td. The step-wise excitation cross sections from the metastables in Figure 5.9 have been multiplied by $g_i N^*/N$ to represent the relative effect that the metastables
have on $I_{em}(\lambda)_{relative}$ in equation 5.1. It is clearly seen that the overlap of the EEDF with the lower energy step-wise excitation cross sections, $\sigma_{n,m}^*$, is much greater than the overlap with the higher energy direct excitation cross section from the ground state, $\sigma_{n,m}$. It is also the case for $\sigma_{n,m}^*$ in Figure 5.9, that $\sigma_{3p_0,1s_5}^*$ which emits at 420.1 nm, is generally several times larger than $\sigma_{3p_5,1s_4}^*$ which emits at 419.8 nm. This combination leads to clear excess emission at 420.1 nm for $N^*/N$ and $E/N$ parameters in the range of 0.7% and 600 Td respectively.

![Figure 5.9: $\epsilon f(\epsilon)$ at time (ii) and optical cross sections](image)

The $N^*/N$ value of 0.7% corresponding to an absolute metastable density of $1.1 \times 10^{12}$cm$^{-3}$, obtained through the best fit of the simulated spectrum can be considered a reasonable value for the a high voltage pulse discharge in low pressure Ar. Comparing previous measurements of metastable density, Hebner, in a highly referenced paper, determined a peak metastable density $1.3 \times 10^{11}$cm$^{-3}$ in an Ar inductively coupled plasma (ICP) at 10 mTorr of Ar by absorption spectroscopy [27]. Bogaerts et al. determined a peak metastable density of $1.5 \times 10^{12}$cm$^{-3}$ in an Ar DC discharge at 375 mTorr through modeling techniques [63]. More recently, Boffard et al. determined a peak metastable density of $5 \times 10^{10}$cm$^{-3}$
in an Ar 600 W ICP at 5 mTorr [64]. The absolute metastable density of $1.1 \times 10^{12} \text{cm}^{-3}$ in this work is in the same general range as all of the aforementioned reputable measurements, albeit taken under different discharge conditions. An alternative analysis of the metastable density during the discharge was also done using laser absorption, which confirmed the general magnitude of the density calculation and will be discussed later.

### 5.2.3 Simulated Spectrum After Discharge

For the case immediately after the discharge at time (iii), the electron density and electric field were decaying rapidly with time toward zero. The emission measurement was taken within 1 $\mu$s of the termination of the applied voltage and the emission intensity at this time was rapidly decaying as the discharge was entering an "afterglow" state. Although the $E/N$ was greatly reduced compared to during the discharge, it was assumed that the metastable density had not change significantly over the short time period. Thus, to generate the simulated spectrum from equation 5.1, $N^*/N$ was set equal to the 0.007 value determined during the discharge and was held at that value while the best fit was determined by varying the $E/N$. The best fit of the simulated spectrum to the peaks in the experimental spectrum after the discharge for $N^*/N=0.007$ is shown in Figure 5.10 which corresponded to a best fit $E/N$ of 130 Td. The voltage difference measurement in Figure 4.6 from section 4.1.4 resulted in an $E/N$ of 120 $\pm$ 50 Td, so the best fit $E/N$ of 130 Td is certainly within the error bars of the experiment. There was some uncertainty in the simulated spectrum due to the assumption that $N^*/N$ remained unchanged from the measurement during the discharge. This uncertainty is not quantified here, but is assumed small and is discussed later in relation to the diode laser absorption time-based measurements of absolute metastable density. The calculated EEDF corresponding to 130 Td also includes some uncertainty since the decaying $N_e$ and $E/N$ created a non steady-state discharge environment to some degree. The resulting good fit of the simulated spectrum in Figure 5.10 provides confidence, though, that the calculated EEDF was a reasonable representation.
with some uncertainty, although no error bars were included.

Figure 5.10: Emission at time (iii) after discharge along with simulated fit (×’s)

The absolute emission intensity in Figure 5.10 was significantly less than the earlier emission observations due to the decline in electron density, $N_e$, which leads to a proportional decrease in emission intensity, $I_{em}^{nm}$, as shown in equation 2.15. A comparison between the simulated and experimental peak values in Figure 5.10 once again shows very good agreement. Specifically the experimental and simulated relative intensities of the 420.1 nm and the 419.8 nm lines were an excellent fit with a large ratio of 3.7 : 1. This observed ratio is in excellent agreement with the measurement by DeJoseph et al. of 3.8 : 1 conducted experimentally in an Ar ICP discharge [35].

The origin of this much larger ratio of 420.1 nm emission to 419.8 nm can be attributed to a persistence of lower energy electrons causing step-wise excitation from Ar metastable states after the discharge, while a decline in high energy electrons leads to a decline in direct electron excitation. Figure 5.11 displays this trend after the discharge by showing the EEDF of 130 Td along with direct and step-wise cross section plots leading to both 420.1 nm and 419.8 nm emission. The graph shows the EEDF almost exclusively overlaps the step-wise excitation cross sections as the high energy tail of the EEDF indicates a very low electron
density at the threshold of direct excitation. Since the plot of $\sigma_{3p_5,1s_4}^*$, corresponding to 420.1 nm emission, is seen to be consistently several times the magnitude of the $\sigma_{3p_5,1s_4}^*$ corresponding to 419.8 nm emission, this larger line intensity ratio is certainly expected when the EEDF predominantly overlaps these step-wise excitation cross sections.

The best fit $E/N$ of 130 Td, corresponding to an average electron energy of 7 eV, may be considered somewhat high for a typical Ar afterglow state, but voltage difference measurements made after the discharge support this best fit value. The 130 Td value can be considered reasonable in this case since the emission measurement at time (iii) was made very shortly after the termination of the voltage pulse and some remnant electric field was likely present. The reason for the measurement being done so shortly after the discharge was that, at 5 mTorr Ar pressure, the emission intensity was dropping rapidly in time and was unmeasurable later in the afterglow. For higher pressure Ar discharges, which were not studied here, observable emission would last much longer after the discharge and extend the afterglow into a period where the $E/N$ is lower.
5.3 Diode Laser Absorption

A diode laser was scanned over a range of frequencies which included the $1s_3 \rightarrow 2p_2$ and $1s_5 \rightarrow 2p_7$ transitions in Ar and an absolute metastable density was determined from the final transmission spectrum as discussed in section 4.2. An example of the temporal profile of the laser power at resonant frequency for the $1s_5 \rightarrow 2p_7$ transition is shown in 5.12, which shows a changing $I_{\text{peak}}$ value during the discharge. This value corresponds to the absolute metastable number density through equation 2.28 and is re-written here for easier reference

$$N^* = \ln \left( \frac{I_o}{I_{\text{peak}}} \right) \frac{c \Delta \nu_d \sqrt{\pi}}{g_i l \hbar \nu_o B_{12} 2 \sqrt{\ln 2}}. \quad (5.4)$$

Only the $1s_5 \rightarrow 2p_7$ transition at $\nu_o=388031$ GHz was used in the calculations with eq. 5.4, because the excessive absorption of the $1s_3 \rightarrow 2p_2$ transition caused saturation effects that made it challenging to determine physical parameters. In using only the $1s_5 \rightarrow 2p_7$ transition to find the total absolute metastable density, the statistical weight factor, $g_i$, of 5/6 was used in equation 5.4. The Doppler width of the $1s_5 \rightarrow 2p_7$ transition was shown in section 4.2 to be $\Delta \nu_d=815$ MHz. An effective gas length of $l=2$ cm was assigned in section 4.2, which assumes a column length of uniform metastable density.

5.3.1 Absorption During Breakdown

The diode absorption signal in Figure 5.12 during the breakdown time period at resonant frequency was analyzed simply to confirm that the assumptions made in simulating the emission spectrum during breakdown were appropriate. Specifically, the temporal diode absorption signal was used to test the assumption that $N^*/N$ during this time was negligible, as was assumed in the simulated emission spectrum in Figure 5.6. Due to the uncertainties associated with coordinating the triggering and time response of the experimental emission and absorption apparatus coupled with the low absorption signal a precise
Figure 5.12: Temporal profile of absorption for the 1s$^5 \rightarrow 2p^7$ transition

$N^*$ value could not be derived, although an approximate $N^*$ was determined from the absorption data and used to confirm the assumption that $N^*/N$ was negligible. Although the signal at time (i) is relatively noisy, it is still evident that $I_{\text{peak}}/I_0$ was no lower than 0.98 which in equation 5.4 would represent a $N^*$ value of no greater than $1 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^3$, or a $N^*/N$ ratio less than 0.007%. Since it was calculated earlier in section 5.2.1 that the fit of the simulated emission spectrum during breakdown was only sensitive to an increase in $N^*/N$ on the order of 0.1%, then the much lesser value of $N^*/N < 0.007\%$ determined through absorption verifies that setting $N^*/N=0$ was appropriate for the simulated fit. Therefore, the absorption measurements show that the metastable density during breakdown had not carried over in any significant amount from the previous discharge pulse and had not built up to a significant degree at time (i).

### 5.3.2 Absorption During Discharge

The diode absorption signal taken at time (ii) during the discharge was analyzed in order to compare to the absolute $N^*$ value calculated from the simulated emission fit to the ex-
perimental emission spectrum. The measured $I_{\text{peak}}/I_o$ corresponding to time (ii) in Figure 5.12 was $0.29 \pm 0.02$. Using equation 5.4, this $I_{\text{peak}}/I_o$ value resulted in an $N^*$ value of $(8.5 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$, or an $N^*/N$ value of $0.0053 \pm 0.0002$ or 0.53%. This value falls within the range of uncertainty of the $0.007 \pm 0.003$ $N^*/N$ value determined from emission analysis in section 5.2.2. This absolute $N^*$ measured by diode absorption of $(8.5 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$ falls within the range of $5 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-3}$ to $1.5 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-3}$ corresponding to previously published studies of Ar metastable densities, albeit under many different discharge conditions. In examining the temporal change of absorption over time during the discharge in Figure 5.12 it appears that $N^*$ quickly builds after breakdown, although this rate of growth slows and varies over time and continues to grow throughout the discharge. In may be interesting in future work to examine emission at more times during the discharge and compare the results to the changing absorption signal. This would require careful analysis of the changing $E/N$ and corresponding EEDF during these times for accurate analyses of emission spectra.

5.3.3 Absorption After Discharge

For the time (iii) period after the discharge, the diode absorption signal in Figure 5.12 was analyzed only to confirm that the assumption that the metastable density had not changed significantly over the short time period since the termination of the applied voltage. The emission measurement was taken within 1 $\mu$s of the termination of the applied voltage and this time period is recognizable in Figure 5.12 by the time scale and by the reduction in noise in the absorption signal as the discharge extinguishes. It is very clear that the absorption signal does not significantly change over the first several microseconds after the voltage is terminated. Without further calculation, this verifies the assumption that $N^*$ immediately after the discharge is unchanged from the measurement taken during the discharge at time (ii), just prior to the voltage termination. Therefore, the value of $N^*/N$=0.007 measured from emission during discharge and used in section 5.2.2 to simulate the emission after the
discharge represents a reasonable assumption. The temporal absorption signal in Figure 5.12 also shows the longer term rate of decay of the absorbing metastable species after the discharge was terminated and when the emission spectrum was undetectable in this 5 mTorr discharge. Analysis of this long term decay shows that the Ar metastable density, \( N^* \), decays to one half its peak value in a time of 25 \( \mu s \) after the termination of the applied voltage. The decaying absorption signal also indicates that \( N^* \) is decaying to zero in a time of about 100 \( \mu s \), which is much shorter than the time period of 100 ms between voltage pulses. This again confirmed that the metastable density during breakdown would not carry over in any significant amount from the previous discharge pulse.

5.4 Relation of Line-Intensity Ratio, Metastable Density, and \( E/N \)

Using equation 5.1 a graphical representation was constructed that compared the 420.1 nm to 419.8 nm line-intensity ratio, the Ar metastable density, and the \( E/N \) within the discharge for a 5 mTorr Ar discharge. This graph, shown in Figure 5.13, could be useful to readily determine one of these three parameters in an Ar discharge if the other two are known or could be measured. The line-intensity ratio is plotted on the y-axis and represents the calculated ratio of the 420.1 nm \( 3p_9 \rightarrow 1s_5 \) transition to the 419.8 nm \( 3p_5 \rightarrow 1s_4 \) transition. The \( N^*/N \) ratio is plotted on the x-axis and is the term in equation 5.1 that represents the total Ar metastable density of \( 1s_5 \) and \( 1s_3 \) states compared to the Ar ground state density. Each curve graphed on Figure 5.13 represents a specific \( E/N \) value used in BolSig to calculate the EEDF, or the \( f(\epsilon) \) used in equation 5.1, which assumes a steady state case where the electric field and electron distribution are approximately stationary in time. Figure 5.13 also shows three specific data points, labeled as stars, corresponding to the three time periods where experimental analysis by optical emission was done.
In general, Figure 5.13 predicts more variation in the 420.1 nm to 419.8 nm line-intensity ratio as a function of metastable density for lower $E/N$ values. For $E/N$ values over 1000 Td, very little variation in the line ratio is predicted for metastable densities less than 1% of ground state Ar. Since most previously published measurements of metastable densities are below 1%, the information derived from Figure 5.13 would be most applicable to cases of an Ar discharge with $E/N < 1000$ Td where the measured line ratio could range from 1 to 5, indicating metastable density anywhere from .01% to 1%.

For the data point on Figure 5.13 at time (i), during breakdown, the assumption that the metastable density was low was confirmed by absorption experiments, although this graph clearly shows that at $E/N=3000$ Td there is very little difference in the line ratio for any metastable density less than a few percent. Therefore, such a line ratio of about 1 : 1.9, or 0.5, would uniquely indicate a very high $E/N$ around 3000 Td, but would be completely independent of the Ar metastable density below a few percent. The data point at time (ii), during the discharge, where the $E/N$ was measured to be 600 Td is in a region of the graph where the line ratio becomes more sensitive to variations in metastable density. Therefore,
it would be possible to use Figure 5.13 to determine metastable density for a combination of
\( E/N \) and line ratio data in this region, although the difficulty and uncertainty in the \( E/N \) measurement would be the main challenge to obtaining an accurate metastable density. Figure 5.13 shows the measurement that was most sensitive to variations in any of the three plotted parameters was at time (iii), after the discharge. This is where the highest line ratio was measured corresponding to the lowest \( E/N \) value. In this region of the graph, small changes in \( E/N \) or metastable density can result in significant changes in the line ratio. Once again, for this graph to be valuable to an Ar afterglow analysis, the \( E/N \) measurement would need to be accurate, which is often a challenge compared to line ratio measurements. In this work, as discussed earlier, the metastable density at time (iii) was assumed unchanged from measurements taken at time (ii) and therefore the \( E/N \) was calculated and not directly measured. In general, Figure 5.13 could be extremely useful in the analysis of 5 mTorr Ar discharges, although the actual application would be limited by the challenges and uncertainties in the measurements of \( E/N \) at the collection point of the optical emission.
Conclusion

An investigation has been conducted for a 5 mTorr Ar discharge where the violet optical emission was successfully simulated by applying analytical relationships between the absolute Ar metastable concentration, the relative optical emission intensities, and the electron energy distribution. A dc pulsed discharge was used to experimentally observe the optical emission spectrum, where the Ar metastable density increased significantly during the course of the discharge pulse causing corresponding changes in the relative emission spectrum. Previously published optical cross sections, including cross sections for direct and step-wise excitation were used to relate the relative emission intensity, the Ar metastable density, and the EEDF using a theoretical model. This model, with the input of experimentally determined or assumed values, was used to generate simulated spectra which compared very favorably to experimental data.

Specifically, experimental emission spectra in the range of 412 nm to 429 nm were collected and modeled at three times relative to the discharge pulse; (i) during breakdown, (ii) during discharge and (iii) immediately after the discharge, where these three times showed distinct differences in the relative emission intensities due to the effects of direct excitation and step-wise excitation. During breakdown, the observed optical emission spectrum included the presence of ion emission lines as well as an unusually small 420.1 nm to 419.8 nm line-intensity ratio of 0.5. This line intensity ratio and the ion lines at time (i) were fitted with a simulated spectrum by assuming a negligible metastable density ($N^*/N=0$) and a Boltzmann EEDF with an electron temperature of 20 eV, which eliminated step-wise
excitation and enhanced direct excitation. Although precise physical parameters were not determined by the fit during breakdown, the good fit was reassuring that the simulation model could still be representative of a high electric field situation. During the discharge, the emission intensity was generally strong, although no ion emission lines were observed. At time (ii), during the discharge, an $E/N$ value of 600 Td was experimentally measured and a best fit parameter of $N^*/N=0.007$ produced a simulated spectrum fit to the observed optical emission spectrum. The 420.1 nm to 419.8 nm line-intensity ratio of the measurement and the simulation was 1.3, which is indicative of a mix of direct and step-wise excitation. The value of $N^*/N = 0.7\%$ corresponded to a reasonable absolute metastable density of $1.1 \times 10^{12} \text{cm}^{-3}$. Immediately after the discharge, the overall intensity of the emission was much less than during the discharge, generally decreasing in time, and the 420.1 nm to 419.8 nm line-intensity ratio had increased considerably. At time (iii), after the discharge, the much higher experimental 420.1 nm to 419.8 nm line-intensity ratio of 3.7 was fitted using the $N^*/N=0.007$ value determined during the discharge and a best fit parameter of $E/N=130$ Td. This ratio of 3.7 can be attributed to a decline in high energy electrons in the EEDF leading to a relative decline in direct electron excitation and a relative increase in step-wise excitation. Although the decaying $N_e$ and $E/N$ after the discharge created a non steady-state discharge environment and caused some uncertainty in the determination of the $E/N$, the spectral fit with the simulation model was still impressive and matched previously published work.

Laser diode absorption measurements were conducted which confirmed the exceptional accuracy of the absolute metastable densities either assumed or calculated in the optical emission spectral analyses. A temporal profile of the diode absorption signal included measurements taken at times (i), (ii), and (iii), corresponding to during breakdown, during the discharge, and immediately after the discharge respectively. The diode absorption signal during breakdown indicated that the metastable density $N^*$ was no greater than $1 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-3}$, or that the $N^*/N$ ratio less than 0.007%. This confirmed the assumption made for
the simulated spectrum at time (i) that $N^*/N$ was negligible and could be set to zero. Absorption measurements during the discharge at time (ii) resulted in $N^*=(8.5\pm0.4)\times10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$, or $N^*/N=0.0053\pm0.0002$ or 0.53%, which falls within the range of uncertainty of the $0.007\pm0.003$ $N^*/N$ value determined from emission analysis at time (ii). Within the first few microseconds after the discharge, the diode laser absorption signal remains relatively unchanged, which confirms the assumption of the same made for the simulated spectrum at time (iii).

A graphical representation was constructed for potential future analyses of other types of Ar discharges at 5 mTorr, which compared the 420.1 nm to 419.8 nm line-intensity ratio, the Ar metastable density, and the $E/N$ within the discharge. Points representing the physical parameters at time (i), (ii), and (iii) were plotted as well, which graphically showed the sensitivity of each parameter to changes in the other two. In general, the graph created from equation 5.1 could hypothetically be applied to the analyses of many 5 mTorr Ar discharges, although the experimental uncertainties in the $E/N$ measurements would make this endeavor extremely challenging under various discharge conditions. One advantage to the laboratory use of this graph is that it compares the 420.1 nm to 419.8 nm emission lines that are spectrally very close together and the efficiency of most optical detectors would vary little over such a short wavelength range.

Despite the challenges involved in accurately measuring the $E/N$ within an Ar discharge, the results of this work in simulating violet optical emission spectra and predicting Ar metastable densities were extremely impressive. With the continuing evolution of scientific instrumentation, more affordable and accurate devices to measure $E/N$, optical emission line spectra, and metastable densities will enable the analysis technique presented in this work involving these three physical parameters to find widespread application in the laboratory or in industry.
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First appendix chapter

This appendix is a review of the comprehensive set of experimental data of $\sigma_{nm}(\epsilon)$ and $\sigma^*_{nm}(\epsilon)$ for Ar which was previously compiled by Lin et al. ([11],[20],[23],[36]) and used in this study to generate simulated spectra as described in section 5.2. The energy dependent cross section is given by

$$
\sigma_{nm}(\epsilon) = \sigma_{nm}(\epsilon_{\text{Ref}}) \times \left( q^C(\epsilon) + q^D(\epsilon) \right)
$$

where $\epsilon_{\text{Ref}}$ is 50 eV for excitation from the ground state and 10 eV for excitation from the metastable states. The values $q^C(\epsilon)$ and $q^D(\epsilon)$ are

$$
q^C(\epsilon) = \frac{C_1(\epsilon - \epsilon_{\text{th}})C_2}{1 + (\epsilon - \epsilon_{\text{th}})C_3 + C_4}, \quad q^D(\epsilon) = \frac{D_1(\epsilon - \epsilon_{\text{th}})D_2}{1 + (\epsilon - \epsilon_{\text{th}})D_3 + D_4},
$$

where $\epsilon_{\text{th}}$ is the threshold energy, and $\epsilon_R$ is the Rydberg energy of 13.6 eV. It is important to note that $q^C(\epsilon) + q^D(\epsilon)$ are independent on the lower state of the transition. For emissions caused by excitation from the ground state, values from tables A.1 and A.2 can be combined to solve for the optical cross section ($\sigma_{nm}$). For emission caused by excitation from the metastable state, the constants needed to calculate the optical cross section ($\sigma^*_{nm}$) are in tables A.3, A.4, and A.5.
Table A.1: Optical cross sections for transitions originating from the ground state [11]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Transition Levels</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{th}(eV)$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{mn}$ (cm$^{-20}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413.17</td>
<td>$4p^4 2P_{1/2}^o \rightarrow 4s' 2D_{3/2} (Ar^+)$</td>
<td>37.19</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415.86</td>
<td>$3p_6 \rightarrow 1s_5$</td>
<td>14.53</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416.42</td>
<td>$3p_7 \rightarrow 1s_5$</td>
<td>14.52</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418.19</td>
<td>$3p_2 \rightarrow 1s_3$</td>
<td>14.69</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419.07</td>
<td>$3p_8 \rightarrow 1s_5$</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419.91</td>
<td>$3p_4 \rightarrow 1s_3$</td>
<td>14.58</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419.83</td>
<td>$3p_5 \rightarrow 1s_4$</td>
<td>14.58</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420.07</td>
<td>$3p_0 \rightarrow 1s_5$</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422.26</td>
<td>$5s^2 P_{1/2} \rightarrow 4p^2 2P_{3/2}^o (Ar^+)$</td>
<td>38.56</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422.82</td>
<td>$4p^2 D_{5/2}^o \rightarrow 4s^4 P_{5/2} (Ar^+)$</td>
<td>35.44</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423.72</td>
<td>$4p^4 2P_{3/2}^o \rightarrow 4s' 2D_{3/2} (Ar^+)$</td>
<td>37.11</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425.12</td>
<td>$3p_{10} \rightarrow 1s_5$</td>
<td>14.46</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425.94</td>
<td>$3p_1 \rightarrow 1s_2$</td>
<td>14.74</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426.63</td>
<td>$3p_6 \rightarrow 1s_4$</td>
<td>14.53</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426.65</td>
<td>$4p^4 D_{5/2}^o \rightarrow 4s^4 P_{5/2} (Ar^+)$</td>
<td>35.31</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427.22</td>
<td>$3p_7 \rightarrow 1s_4$</td>
<td>14.52</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427.75</td>
<td>$4p^4 2P_{3/2}^o \rightarrow 4s' 2D_{5/2} (Ar^+)$</td>
<td>37.11</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.2: Coefficient values for $\sigma_{mn}(\epsilon)$ [11]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{th}$ (eV)</th>
<th>C₁</th>
<th>C₂</th>
<th>C₃</th>
<th>C₄</th>
<th>D₁</th>
<th>D₂</th>
<th>D₃</th>
<th>D₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3$p₁$</td>
<td>14.74</td>
<td>9.91</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>40.17</td>
<td>0.593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p₂$</td>
<td>14.69</td>
<td>29.02</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>19.74</td>
<td>0.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p₃$</td>
<td>14.69</td>
<td>12.94</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>20.06</td>
<td>0.571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p₄$</td>
<td>14.66</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.102</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>44.99</td>
<td>0.741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p₅$</td>
<td>14.58</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>50.16</td>
<td>0.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p₆$</td>
<td>14.53</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.468</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>19.66</td>
<td>0.658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p₇$</td>
<td>14.52</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>20.05</td>
<td>0.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p₈$</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td>14.57</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>19.91</td>
<td>0.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p₉$</td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td>26.95</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>2.292</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>730.72</td>
<td>-1.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p₁₀$</td>
<td>14.46</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>9.19</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.115</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>20.36</td>
<td>0.628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar⁺ 4$p'²P_{1/2}$</td>
<td>37.19</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>21.10</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>43.06</td>
<td>0.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar⁺ 5$s²P_{1/2}$</td>
<td>38.56</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>17.96</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>43.04</td>
<td>0.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar⁺ 4$p²D_{5/2}⁰$</td>
<td>35.44</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>9.43</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>14.68</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar⁺ 4$p'²P_{3/2}⁰$</td>
<td>37.11</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>21.11</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>43.05</td>
<td>0.587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar⁺ 4$p⁴D_{5/2}⁰$</td>
<td>35.31</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>20.48</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>46.54</td>
<td>0.866</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.3: Optical cross sections for transitions originating from metastable states [20],[36]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Transition Levels</th>
<th>$\sigma^{*}_{mn}(10eV)(cm^{-18})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1s_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415.86</td>
<td>$3p_6 \rightarrow 1s_5$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416.42</td>
<td>$3p_7 \rightarrow 1s_5$</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418.19</td>
<td>$3p_2 \rightarrow 1s_3$</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419.07</td>
<td>$3p_8 \rightarrow 1s_5$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419.1</td>
<td>$3p_4 \rightarrow 1s_3$</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419.83</td>
<td>$3p_5 \rightarrow 1s_4$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420.07</td>
<td>$3p_9 \rightarrow 1s_5$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425.12</td>
<td>$3p_{10} \rightarrow 1s_5$</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425.94</td>
<td>$3p_1 \rightarrow 1s_2$</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426.63</td>
<td>$3p_6 \rightarrow 1s_4$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427.22</td>
<td>$3p_7 \rightarrow 1s_4$</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.4: Coefficient values for $\sigma^{*}_{mn}(\epsilon)$ originating from the Ar $1s_5$ Metastable state [20],[36]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{th}$(eV)</th>
<th>C_1</th>
<th>C_2</th>
<th>C_3</th>
<th>C_4</th>
<th>D_1</th>
<th>D_2</th>
<th>D_3</th>
<th>D_4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3p_1</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>266.00</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.535</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p_2</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>9546.70</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.889</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>0.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p_4</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>948.84</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>0.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p_5</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>348.08</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>16.584</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p_6</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>71.99</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>0.0684</td>
<td>2.195</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>0.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p_7</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>33.31</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.154</td>
<td>1.098</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>-0.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p_8</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>82.90</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>2.101</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>0.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p_9</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>192.53</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>3.331</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>0.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p_{10}</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>15.38</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>0.531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.5: Coefficient values for $\sigma^*_{mn}(\epsilon)$ originating from the Ar $1s_3$ Metastable state [20],[36]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{th}$(eV)</th>
<th>C$_1$</th>
<th>C$_2$</th>
<th>C$_3$</th>
<th>C$_4$</th>
<th>D$_1$</th>
<th>D$_2$</th>
<th>D$_3$</th>
<th>D$_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3$p_1$</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>78.37</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>-0.768</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>-1.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p_2$</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>569.60</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>7.042</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p_4$</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>133.04</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>6.165</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>0.449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p_7$</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>45.05</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>3.597</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$p_{10}$</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>186.41</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>4.338</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>